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Understanding cognitive research on the integration of 2 languages in bilingual memory is difficult
because of the different terminology, methodology, analysis, and interpretation strategies that scholars
with different backgrounds bring to the research. These studies can be usefully categorized on 2
dimensions: memory for verbal experience versus linguistic knowledge, and systemwise versus pairwise
issues. Experimental findings in this area converge on the conclusion that at the word meaning/
conceptual level, both episodic and linguistic memory can be characterized as shared at the systems level
and at least partly shared at the pairwise translation-equivalent level. Interpretation problems that stem
from weak hypothesis testing structure and from covert translation can be minimized by using appro-
priate design and analysis techniques.

Simply put, bilingualism, or using two languages to communi-
cate, is a tool that allows people with different languages to
exchange information. A biblical account of the origin of the
world's many languages is given in the Old Testament story of the
Tower of Babel, where it is written that God divided the tower's
builders by giving them different languages. Without a common
language with which to communicate, the builders failed in their
goal of constructing the tower. Ironically, a similar situation has
arisen in research on bilingualism in that researchers may be
lacking a common language. This division has come about not
because of any divine intervention but because researchers talk
about the phenomena differently or "speak different languages,"
thereby introducing confusion in the research community. A trans-
lator is needed to clarify the links between these different research
languages to assist researchers in understanding one another and to
facilitate the building of research in this field.

Cognitive psychologists, especially those with an information-
processing perspective, try to clarify the organization of the mental
representations and processes involved in thought. These repre-
sentations and processes are, of course, fundamental to the struc-
ture and processes of language as well. An important debate
relating to bilingualism focuses on whether two languages access
one common or two separate conceptual systems. A cursory read-
ing of the literature would suggest that there is evidence for both
views. In this review, however, we see that the preponderance of
evidence favors a single conceptual system and that there is little
if any evidence to the contrary. Unfortunately, the data from many
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of the earlier studies have been misinterpreted, not necessarily by
the authors, but by those who have cited their work.

There are two reasons for these shortcomings: (a) problems of
terminology and (b) problems of design and analysis. The termi-
nology problems are taken up first, and then design and analysis
problems are evaluated in relation to specific subsets of the liter-
ature. Finally, problems are addressed that are germane to cogni-
tive bilingual research more generally.1 Subsets of this literature
have been reviewed previously. In two early essays, McCormack
(1974, 1977) evaluated a dozen or so studies of bilingual memory
and in the second paper arrived at the conclusion that bilinguals
have a single shared memory store for information learned in both
languages. More recently, Keatley (1992) provided a historical
account of the issues addressed and methods used in cognitive
research on bilingualism. Insight can also be gained from de
Groot's (1992a) theoretical treatment, which demonstrates how
several bilingual language phenomena can be better understood or
explained if distributed conceptual representations are invoked and
overlaps with the present article in its coverage of bilingual liter-
ature. The present review is a qualitative and quantitative evalua-
tion of over 100 cognitive studies of language integration in
bilinguals.

Terminology

The first issue of terminology is, of course, who is included
when researchers use the term bilingual. The intended generality
of the term is at issue, as pointed out by many researchers in this
area (e.g., McLaughlin, 1984). Used most generally, this term may
include all people who have had even minimal exposure to a
second language (e.g., MacNamara, 1967). At the other extreme,
the term may be restricted to people who have learned two lan-
guages simultaneously from early childhood and who have native-

1 The scope of this article is limited to experimental cognitive research
and does not cover neuropsychological, neurolinguistic, linguistic, or ed-
ucational research on bilingualism. Nevertheless, this review covers sev-
eral different cognitive approaches.
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like and equal proficiency in both languages (e.g., Bloomfield,
1935). Given that the first definition includes nearly the entire
human population and that the second definition is more of a
cognitive ideal than a common situation (Hakuta, Ferdman, &
Diaz, 1987), a more intermediate definition is most useful. An
example of a more moderate application of the term, and the one
adopted in the present review, is given by Grosjean (1992, p. 51):
"Bilingualism is the regular use of two (or more) languages, and
bilinguals are those people who need and use two (or more)
languages in their everyday lives." This definition implies both
regular use and communicative competence.

Several researchers in this area have complained that other
authors do not give sufficient information about their bilingual
participants' learning experiences or proficiency levels in their two
languages. There are two fundamental problems that lead to this
insufficiency. First, it is not clear what background variables
should be reported, except for the particular combination of lan-
guages involved. Most of the reports also include summary statis-
tics on the ages of the participants, along with either the ages of
acquisition or the years of experience with each language. Because
these three variables are inherently collinear, and because the age
range is restricted, with most research participants being university
students between the ages of 18 and 25, it is difficult to establish
which of the variables is the causal factor responsible for any
differences or correlations observed. It is obvious that a person
becomes more proficient in a language with more years of regular
use. It is also obvious that individuals who begin to learn a
language in early childhood, early bilinguals, usually reach a
higher ultimate level of proficiency than those who learn in late
childhood or adulthood, late bilinguals, although the basis and the
probabilistic versus deterministic nature of this difference are
controversial (see e.g., Johnson & Newport, 1989; McLaughlin,
1984, for discussions of these issues). For the purposes of the
present review, the age at which a bilingual began to learn the
second language is of no interest except insofar as it influences the
level of proficiency, which brings us to the second fundamental
problem: There is no widely accepted method of assessing profi-
ciency. Most researchers use self-rated proficiency or relative-
proficiency scales, which are easy to collect and useful within the
context of a single study, but such scales are difficult to compare
across studies.

Given that the relationship between background variables and
performance or between proficiency and performance cannot be
reasonably quantified in this literature, I have selected only those
studies in which the authors have indicated that the participants
had a high level of proficiency in both languages, regardless of the
age or method of acquisition. Having defined the population of
interest for the present review, two major terminological issues
remain to be addressed in the following sections: levels of repre-
sentation and degree of integration in bilingual memory.

Levels of Representation

Early studies on language integration did not explicitly distin-
guish between different levels of word representation (e.g., Goggin
& Wickens, 1971; Kolers, 1963). According to Jackendoff (1994),

. . . a word meaning is a fragment of conceptual structure that is linked
in long-term memory with a phonological structure (its pronunciation)

and a syntactic structure (its part of speech and other syntactic
properties such as grammatical gender and case-marking characteris-
tics). That is, the words one knows consist of stored concepts linked
with stored elements of linguistic expression (p. 131).

Thus, knowledge of a word includes knowledge of its phonology
and orthography as well as its meaning and its relationships to
other words. Similarly, memory for verbal information includes
both memory for features of the surface form in which it was
presented (e.g., orthographic & phonological features) and mem-
ory for information on the underlying concept, meaning, or gist.

Until the 1980s, few cognitive bilingual researchers explicitly
acknowledged that translation equivalents could have shared rep-
resentation at one level and separate representation at another (but
see, e.g., Glanzer & Duarte, 1971). With the increased popularity
of hierarchical models of bilingual language and memory (e.g.,
Paivio & Desrochers, 1980; Potter, So, Von Eckardt, & Feldman,
1984), more recent studies on language integration have addressed
specific levels of representation. (For details on more recent ver-
sions of these and other hierarchical bilingual models, see de
Groot, 1992a; Kroll, 1993; MacKay & Miller, 1994; Paivio, 1991).
It is not always clear, however, what level is addressed in a
particular study, because the labels used to refer to these levels of
representation need clarification. For example, the terms lexical
and conceptual are frequently used in this literature, but because
different researchers use the terms in different ways, it is not clear
what an individual researcher claims is shared or separate.

Words and morphemes. Kolers and Brison (1984, p. 106)
stated that "We all know what is meant by 'words' . . ." although
they noted that "It is not always clear in the literature exactly what
investigators mean by the terms [pictures and words].". The sec-
ond point is supported by the literature, but the first is not. In fact,
the definition of word is a major point of confusion in communi-
cating ideas about language organization. Our intuitive knowledge
of words falls short of a precise definition. First, a word can be
thought of as either an external entity used as a label for an internal
concept or an internal mental construct associated with the con-
cept. The first sense is clear in many languages. However, the
word is not a universally accepted psychological or linguistic unit.
Many psychologists and linguists claim that morphemes, not
words, are the fundamental units of linguistic organization in the
lexicon. (For a recent review of evidence for this claim, see
Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, Waksler, & Older, 1994). Without disput-
ing this claim, I use word throughout this article for three reasons:
(a) because the vast majority of the stimuli used in these cognitive
experiments are singular concrete nouns that contain one free
morpheme, meaning that the results could be interpreted within a
morpheme-based organization as well as a word-based one; (b)
because word is a convenient label as well as the one used in the
reporting of a large majority of the studies reviewed here; and (c)
so far in this literature, morpheme questions have not been suffi-
ciently separated from word questions to allow separate
evaluation.

A second area of confusion within the discussion of words as
mental constructs is whether to use the term word to refer to all
knowledge we have about a word or only to the verbal label. The
following definitions are used in this article: words are verbal
labels, sequences of phonemes or graphemes, used to refer to
concepts; word meanings are the concepts to which words refer;
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and translation equivalents are words in different languages that
have the same meaning. An astute reader may question whether
this set of definitions does not presuppose the answer to the
fundamental question of this review. That is, if words in different
languages can have the same meaning, does this not imply that
they share a common conceptual representation? In fact, it does
not—it remains to be seen whether concepts are represented re-
dundantly or singularly and perhaps whether a completely alin-
guistic concept or conceptual system is a viable construct.

The lexicon. A related, and perhaps more widespread, source
of confusion in cognitive bilingual research is the failure to define
what exactly is meant by the term lexicon. The following general
definitions seem to be in agreement across researchers: Lexical
knowledge is knowledge about words; a lexical entry is knowledge
about a particular word; and a lexicon is a collection of lexical
entries. Similarly, we can be sure that the lexical level of repre-
sentation refers to words rather than, say, whole sentences or
individual phonemes. The problem is that it is not clear exactly
what knowledge or information about words is contained in a
lexical entry, in a lexicon, or at the lexical level of representation.
Furthermore, it seems that the lexicon of the cognitive psycholo-
gist (at least in the literature covered here) does not contain the
same information that is contained in the lexicon of the linguist.

In the field of linguistics, the term lexicon is used more gener-
ally than it is typically used in cognitive psychology. In linguistics,
a lexical entry for a word is typically said to include information
about its phonology, its morphology, its syntactic properties (in-
cluding syntactic category, selection properties, and thematic role
assignment), and semantic representation. In cognitive psychol-
ogy, entries in the lexicon appear to include phonology or semantic
representation or both or neither, depending on the particular
researcher. Some examples illustrate the inconsistency in the intent
to include or exclude semantic information from the lexicon. First,
many cognitive researchers clearly separate the lexicon from a
conceptual or semantic store (Caramazza & Brones, 1980; de
Groot, 1992b; Gerard & Scarborough, 1989; Glucksberg, 1984;
Kirsner, Brown, Abrol, Chadha, & Sharma, 1980; O'Neill & Huot,
1984; Potter et al, 1984; Smith, 1991). In contrast, other research-
ers clearly include semantic information in the lexicon (e.g.,
Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994; Schreuder & Weltens, 1993;
Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986). Many other articles are ambiguous
about whether the lexicon or lexical knowledge under investiga-
tion (or claimed to be shared or separate) is meant to include word
meanings or not, and other authors have acknowledged this prob-
lem (e.g., de Groot, 1993, p. 47). Inconsistencies are also noted in
the inclusion or exclusion of phonology, orthography, morphol-
ogy, and syntactic properties in the lexicon.

Sometimes lexicon is used very broadly to mean linguistic
system, and at other times it refers to a specific level of represen-
tation within a linguistic system. Perhaps the term lexicon should
be restricted to knowledge about words within a linguistic system
but should be inclusive of all types of knowledge about words (as
it is in linguistics). More specific terms can be used to refer to
specific levels of representation or specific types of information
within the lexicon. Clearly, if the term lexicon is to be used in
discussing cognitive bilingual research, then it is of crucial impor-
tance to specify whether semantic information is included in this
mental construct. Otherwise, misinterpretation of the findings and
subsequent conclusions by readers with different lexicons is inev-

itable. In the present review, the term lexical is avoided except
when needed in specific reference to the lexical decision task, in
which one must decide whether or not a string of orthographic or
phonemic units constitutes a word.

Conceptual representation and semantic representation. In
addition to the question of whether semantic information is part of
the lexicon, there is the question of the relationship between the
terms conceptual and semantic. It is not clear whether these terms
are meant to refer to the same thing or whether semantic informa-
tion is meant to be a subset of conceptual information. In some
articles, the terms are used interchangeably (e.g., Gerard & Scar-
borough, 1989; Smith, 1991), but in others only one term or the
other is used exclusively (semantic only: e.g., Glanzer & Duarte,
1971; Kolers & Gonzalez, 1980; O'Neill & Huot, 1984; concep-
tual only: e.g., Watkins & Peynircioglu, 1983). In this article, I use
the terms semantic and conceptual interchangeably. This level of
representation is the focus of this review.

As indicated before, the central issue of this paper is the extent
to which semantic representations are integrated across languages.
It is assumed that a semantic system consists of an innumerable set
of possible semantic components, of which any word meaning is
identified with a subset or a particular pattern of activation across
the entire system. (For the purposes of this discussion, it does not
matter whether different words vary in the set of components or in
the weights of connections to their components.) Assuming such a
distributed or multicomponential representation allows both the
extreme possibilities of completely shared or completely separate
representations, as well as intermediate partly shared representa-
tions (as explained by de Groot, 1992a, 1992b). In other words, the
distributed representation subsumes the single-node conceptual
representations as special cases. For the present review, it does not
matter whether the individual components in the distributed rep-
resentations correspond to identifiable semantic features. How-
ever, it is assumed that semantic features, such as category mem-
bership, physical attributes of the referent, or emotional valence,
can be represented by particular patterns of components.

For cognitive psychologists, the term semantic also cues the
phrase semantic memory in the Tulving sense (1972). To forestall
that potential confusion, in the present context, semantic is equated
with meaning-level information in either episodic memory or
Tulving's semantic (nonepisodic) memory, as explained in the
section on categories of cognitive research on language
integration.

Degree of Integration in Bilingual Memory and Language

Even with the level of representation specified, discussing cog-
nitive bilingual research at a theoretical level is still extremely
difficult, because when a bilingual researcher claims that the
results support a dual-code model or language independence, the
meaning is ambiguous. Worse yet, as cognitive research has
shown, people (even cognitive psychologists) do not usually notice
such "lexical ambiguities" (Simpson, 1984); instead, they nor-
mally access only one semantic representation, which in the
present context may often be the wrong one. Perhaps these differ-
ences have arisen because psycholinguists and memory research-
ers have adapted familiar terms from their respective fields to use
in the bilingual context. This section is an attempt to untangle the
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plethora of terms used to describe the degree of language integra-
tion in bilingual memory and language.

The most integrated and least integrated representations are
designated by terms that correspond to the two ends of this
continuum. (Where to make the cutoff in the continuum to apply
these labels, however, is not so clear, as explained in the section on
hypothesis-testing issues.) The most general terms, and not coin-
cidentally the most literal, are shared (alternatively, common) and
separate, and researchers use these terms to discuss language
integration in both memory and language. For example, Kolers
(1963) defined the shared and separate hypotheses in terms of
memory for "verbally-defined past experiences," and Caramazza
& Brones (1980) defined the hypotheses in terms of "how lexical
information is stored and accessed." Throughout this article,
shared and separate are the terms of choice, but use of the other
terms is necessary in discussing conclusions of other researchers.
Table 1 summarizes the different pairs of terms that have been
used to describe shared and separate representations in the cogni-
tive bilingual literature. Items on the left are labels that refer to
shared representations, and items on the right are the correspond-
ing labels for separate representations. The different rows of the
table are cited by number in the following discussion.

Compound and coordinate (1) are terms adopted by Weinreich
(1953) to describe the mental configurations of the phonological
and semantic representations of translation equivalents in bilin-
guals. In a compound representation, the two phonological forms
are identified with a common "semanteme," whereas in the coor-
dinate representation, each phonological representation is identi-
fied with its own separate semanteme. Weinreich's original usage
of the terms compound and coordinate is rarely seen today. In the
past few decades, the terms have been used primarily to refer to
individual bilinguals' language-learning histories, with compound
bilinguals being those who have learned two languages simulta-
neously in a common context and coordinate bilinguals being
those who have learned the languages either at different times or in
different contexts. These were the language-learning patterns
thought to lead to the correspondingly labeled cognitive represen-
tations outlined by Weinreich.

In the 1960s and early 1970s, researchers debated whether
bilingual memory consists of a single store for information learned
in either language or two stores (2), with one for each language.
Later, researchers adopted the terms single code and dual code (3),
which are used primarily to refer to shared and separate represen-

Table 1
Pairs of Terms Used to Describe Degree of Language
Integration in Bilinguals

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Shared process or
representation

Compound
Single store model
Single-code theory
Dual-coding theory
Language interdependence
Language independence
Language generality
Language independence/

generality

Separate process or
representation

Coordinate
Two store model
Dual-code theory
Dual-coding theory
Language independence
Language dependence
Language specificity
Language dependence/

specificity

tations, respectively, for the two languages of a bilingual in either
language or memory. A secondary use of this terminology refers
specifically to the dual-coding theory (4) of bilingual memory
proposed by Paivio and Desrochers (1980; Paivio, 1986, 1991),
which has a complex configuration of shared and separate repre-
sentational characteristics. The dual-coding aspect of this theory is
the idea that words may be represented cognitively by both a
verbal code and an imaginal code rather than just a single verbal
code. Semantic information about concrete words is located in an
imaginal system that is shared by both languages, but some pairs
of translation equivalents are and some are not associated with a
common referent. In contrast, abstract words have no referents
(and therefore no shared referent) in the image system, are sepa-
rately represented, and are only connected through translation.

Language independence and language interdependence (5) are
contrasting notions of language processing. Here, independence
means that the two languages operate in relative isolation, so
processing verbal items in one language does not affect processing
of verbal items in the other language. If the two languages operate
interdependently, processing in one language is affected by the
other language. Clearly, the degree to which a particular bilin-
gual's languages interact can vary across different language-
processing contexts. Instead of making a global characterization,
one may investigate when and how the two languages function
more or less independently (Grosjean, 1982; Peynircioglu & Dur-
gunoglu, 1993); here, the focus is on situations in which semantic
processing is primary. This issue is not to be confused with the
contrast of language independence versus language dependence
(6) in processes and representations. Here, language-independent
representations or processes are the same (shared) for either lan-
guage, and language-dependent representations or processes are
different (separate) for each language. De Groot (1993, p. 47)
notes this "unfortunate" point of confusion. Finally, language-
specific (7) representations or processes are only accessible
through one language, whereas language-general ones are equally
accessible through either language.

All of these terms are meant to refer to cognitive representations
or processes that are not directly observable. Therefore, research-
ers extend the terms to describe situations in which a language
match between encoding and retrieval is important or is not im-
portant, with separate and shared labels (8), respectively. It should
be noted that although these pairs of terms are often used inter-
changeably, they have subtle differences in their implications and
contexts. In reading the literature, however, the most important
thing is to know whether a term belongs in the category of shared
representations and processes or the category of separate ones.

Categories of Cognitive Research on
Language Integration

The nature and degree of language integration in linguistic or
episodic memory has been by far the most debated topic in
bilingual cognition and has motivated the largest number of cog-
nitive bilingual experiments. To understand this debate, the fol-
lowing distinctions need to be made: (a) organization of the
linguistic system versus organization of memory for particular
instances or episodes and (b) organization of systems versus or-
ganization of units within systems.
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Linguistic Knowledge and Memory for Verbal Experience

In the cognitive bilingual literature, an implicit distinction is
made between the organization of linguistic knowledge and the
organization of memory for verbal experiences. Linguistic knowl-
edge is knowledge, often not explicit, that a person has about the
elements and rules of a language. Linguistic knowledge includes,
for example, knowledge of the meanings of familiar words, knowl-
edge of the syntactic rules of the language, and knowledge of the
phonology of the language. In contrast, memory for verbal expe-
rience is memory for the content of particular verbal episodes,
where a verbal episode is any linguistic input or output whether
other- or self-generated. Memory for verbal experience includes,
for example, memory that a particular word was studied, memory
for the gist of a previous conversation, or memory for a question
one thought about asking at a research talk. The crucial difference
is that memories for verbal episodes must be linked with some
context (e.g., time, place, etc.), whereas linguistic knowledge is
not.

This distinction between linguistic knowledge and memory for
verbal experience corresponds closely to Tulving's (1972) distinc-
tion between semantic and episodic memory, respectively. The
main differences are that linguistic knowledge is meant to refer to
not only semantic knowledge but also syntactic, phonological, and
pragmatic knowledge of language and that, for the purposes of this
review, the only type of episodic memory considered is knowledge
acquired through the medium of language. The term semantic is
reserved for discussion specifically of meaning or conceptual
knowledge, which is the main type of linguistic knowledge dis-
cussed in this article as well as the main type of episodic repre-
sentation discussed. Memory for verbal experience and episodic
memory refer to the same constructs when the discussion is re-
stricted to verbal materials (as it is here), so the terms are used
interchangeably.

There are at least three reasons to make a distinction between
linguistic knowledge and memory for verbal experience. One
reason to make a distinction between linguistic knowledge and
memory for verbal experience is that the two types of knowledge
are different in nature. Much of linguistic knowledge is long-term,
overlearned information that is not explicit, whereas new episodic
knowledge is more transient, learned less well, and may be ex-
plicit. A second reason to make a distinction is that the issues
important to each are different. For example, storage and retrieval
processes are very important in the discussion of memory for
verbal episodes but less important in the discussion of the long-
term linguistic representation of a word. Third, confusion has
arisen between "words that are taken as signs of long-term repre-
sentations" and "words taken as elements of a task in a particular
context" (Kolers & Gonzalez, 1980), which correspond to linguis-
tic and episodic representations, respectively. Later, we see that the
present literature can be categorized usefully along these lines.

Integration in linguistic knowledge means that some of the
cognitive units used to represent and process language are the
same for the different languages of a bilingual. In contrast to
integration in linguistic memory, integration in episodic memory
means that some of the representational units used to encode a
particular verbal episode, and some of the units accessed through
both languages during retrieval, are the same no matter what the
language.

Although the distinction is useful, these two types of represen-
tations are not independent. The representation of lexical or se-
mantic knowledge cannot be completely separated from episodic
memory because representation of verbal items in episodic mem-
ory must be partially based on organization of lexical and semantic
components (Kirsner, 1986). It is also logical to say that any
linguistic knowledge that is not innate must be acquired from
verbal episodes and that "experience determines the number and
strengths of the interconnections . . . " in verbal representations
(Paivio, Clark, & Lambert, 1988). Because of the interaction
between linguistic knowledge and memory for verbal experiences,
researchers make inferences about linguistic organization on the
basis of the results of episodic memory tests and vice versa. This
inferential step should be made explicit.

Characterizations of Systems and Items (Units) Within
Systems

A shared or separate characterization of bilingual language or
memory representation may be applied either to systems or to units
within systems. It is possible to have a common system with
language-general units, a common system with language-specific
units, or two separate systems, making the units necessarily lan-
guage specific (Kirsner, 1986). Not every experiment can distin-
guish among these three possibilities, but the possibilities that can
be distinguished should be specified.

In linguistic memory, there are two distinct ideas about shared
conceptual representation. The idea that all of the words in two
languages have their meanings represented in one shared concep-
tual system is different from the idea that individual pairs of
translation equivalents have shared conceptual representation.
Similarly, in episodic memory, there is a difference between the
idea that there are separate memory stores for each of the two
languages and the idea that the representations of the events of
studying one or the other of a pair of translation equivalents would
be stored differently.

In general, studies involving translation equivalents usually
address pairwise questions, and studies involving related words
usually address systemwise questions. Studies involving transla-
tion equivalents can only distinguish between the language-
specific versus language-general units. Studies involving other
cross-language word combinations, such as associates, category
membership, etc., cannot distinguish the unit types, but they can
distinguish shared and separate systems. Later, I show how this
distinction also helps to categorize and understand the bilingual
literature.

State of Knowledge in Bilingual Language-Integration
Research

The following review of the language-integration research is
divided into two broad sections, one addressing questions about
memory for verbal experience and one addressing questions about
linguistic knowledge. The questions are posed at the semantic
(conceptual) level of representation, with a main focus on word
meanings. The section on memory for verbal experience covers
studies that address memory for the semantic content of particular
verbal episodes. The section on linguistic knowledge covers stud-
ies that address knowledge a person has about the meanings of
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words. Within each of these broad categories, some methods
address language integration on a systems level and others address
language integration on a pairwise (translation-equivalent) level.
Table 2 summarizes the classification of experimental methods
into these four categories and corresponds to the order in which the
methods are described. I start with research on memory for verbal
experience (episodic memory) because it has a longer and richer
history than does the research on linguistic knowledge. Abbrevi-
ations used to indicate the languages of each study are given in
Table 3.

Table 3
Language Abbreviations Used in Summary Tables

A-He Hi-Ma Ru-We

Ar
Ch
Du
En
Fr
Ga
Ge
He

= Arabic
= Chinese
= Dutch
= English
= French
= Gaelic
= German
= Hebrew

Hi = Hindi
Hu = Hungarian
It = Italian
Ja = Japanese

(H) = Hiragana
(K) = Kanji

Ko = Korean
Ma = Malay

Ru = Russian
Sp = Spanish
Ta = Tamil
Th = Thai
Tu = Turkish
Tw = Twi
Ur = Urdu
We = Welsh

Table 2
Classification of Methods Used to Study
Bilingual Language Integration

Section heading and method
Type of
memory

Memory for mixed-language word lists
Level of performance
Clustering in recall output
Clustering in spontaneous output
Memory for language of input

Cross-language memory tests
Recall and recognition
Savings
Priming word-fragment completion
Priming category exemplars
Analogical transfer

Repetition priming for lexical
decisions

Bilingual repetition effects on recall
Generation effects

Translate vs. copy
Generate vs. read translation

Release from proactive inhibition
Other interference effects in episodic

memory
Negative transfer to re-paired

associates
Retroactive inhibition (re-paired

associates)
Interference from translated pairs
Whole—part negative transfer
Misinformation effects

Immediate priming of lexical decisions
Associate priming
Translation priming

Effects of production practice
Interference between languages

Stroop & Stroop-like interference
Lexical decision-reject nontarget
Part-set cuing during exemplar

generation
Repetition blindness

Simultaneous processing
Lexical decision—yes to both

languages
Semantic comparisons

Associate generation
Associate in different language from

cue
Comparison of within-language

associates

Episodic

Episodic
Episodic
Episodic
Episodic

Linguistic
Linguistic
Linguistic

Linguistic
Linguistic

Linguistic
Linguistic

Linguistic
Linguistic

Linguistic

Linguistic

Level of
representation

Episodic
Episodic
Linguistic
Episodic

Episodic
Episodic
Episodic
Episodic
Episodic

Episodic
Episodic

Episodic
Episodic
Episodic

Systems
Systems
Systems
Pairs

Pairs
Pairs
Pairs
Pairs
Systems

Pairs
Pairs

Pairs
Pairs
Systems

Both

Both
Pairs
Systems
Systems

Systems
Pairs
Pairs

Systems
Systems

Systems
Pairs

Systems
Systems

Systems

Systems

Studies of Memory for Verbal Experience

Researchers have studied memory for verbal experience by
using a variety of memory-retention tasks with bilingual materials.
These include tests of memory for multiple-language word lists,
memory tasks with study and test in different languages, and
studies of various interference effects on bilingual memory.

Memory for Mixed-Language Word Lists

Researchers have examined three different aspects of episodic
memory for items in mixed-language word lists. The first is the
overall level of recall for words in a mixed-language list as
compared to that of a single-language list. The second is the degree
to which items in the mixed-language recall output occur in
language clusters. The third is memory for the language in which
each word in a mixed-language list was studied.

Level of performance. Several studies have compared memory
for single-language and mixed-language word series by means of
free-recall tests in which answers were counted as correct only if
they were given in the appropriate language.2 The results of these
studies are summarized in Table 4. Where possible, the level of
recall for bilingual lists is reported as a proportion of the level of
recall for single-language lists in comparison conditions. The two
factors that mediate the level of recall are the semantic relation-
ships among the words in the series and whether the semantic
organization was concordant with the language organization of the
series.

Recall performance was equivalent for bilingual and single-
language word series when each word in the series was chosen
from a different semantic category (Lambert, Ignatow, &
Krauthamer, 1968; Nott & Lambert, 1968) and when the words
were not chosen to be related to each other (McCormack & Novell,
1975; Peynircioglu & Durgunoglu, 1993; Saegert, Obermeyer, &
Kazarian, 1973). Recall performance for bilingual and single-
language series was also equivalent when the series consisted of
several items from each of a few categories, but languages were
not mixed within a category in the bilingual series (Lambert et al.,
1968). In contrast, when the languages of the items on bilingual
lists were mixed within categories, recall performance for bilingual

2 All the studies reported in this section specify that recall of the item
had to be in the original language of input except for Tulving & Colotla
(1970), who did not specifically indicate in their article whether it was
necessary to report the item in the correct language, but it appears to be the
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Table 4
Free-Recall Performance on Mixed-Language Relative to Single-Language Word Lists as a
Function of Semantic Relationships Among List Items and the Relationship
of Language and Category Organizations

Study

Lambert et al. (1968)

McCormack & Novell
(1975)

Nott & Lambert (1968)

Palmer (1972)
Peynircioglu &

Durgunoglu (1993)

Saegert et al. (1973)
Tulving & Colotla (1970)

Languages
of study

Fr, En
Ru, En
Fr, En
Ru, En
Fr, En
Fr, En

Fr, Sp, En
Fr, En
Fr, En
Sp, En

Sp, En
Sp, En
Ar, En
Fr, Sp, En
Fr, Sp, En

Semantic
relationship
of list items

No categories

Categories

Categories

Unrestricted
No categories
Categories
Categories

Unrestricted
Unrestricted
Unrestricted
Unrestricted
Unrestricted

Language to
category

relationship

Concordant

Concordant

Discordant

Not clear
Concordant
Discordant
Discordant

Not clear
Not clear
Not clear
Discordant
Discordant

Statistical
decision
reported

M = S
M = S
M = S
M = S
M < S
M < S

M < S
M = S
M < S

NR

M = S
M > S
M = S
M < S
M < S

Proportion
of single
language

.93

.93
1.00
.98
.83
.78

.93"
1.00"
.86"
.73

.99
1.10°
—
.74
.68"

Note. M = recall performance for mixed-language word series; S = recall performance for single-language
word series; NR = not reported. Final column gives mixed-language recall rate as a proportion of single-
language recall rate. Dash indicates that values necessary for calculation were not reported. Language abbre-
viations are given in Table 3.
a Trilingual list condition. b Values had to be estimated from graphs. c Lists were blocked by language.

word lists was lower than for single-language lists (Lambert et al.,
1968; Nott & Lambert, 1968; Palmer, 1972). This effect held
whether the categories were implicit, explicit, or blocked within
the study sequence. In a study of recall for words that were not
chosen to be members of particular categories, recall was lower for
bilingual and trilingual lists than for single-language lists (Tulving
& Colotla, 1970). Although the authors emphasized the discrep-
ancy between their results and the unrelated list conditions of the
previous two studies, a more appropriate comparison is to the
results obtained with discordant categorized lists.3 McCormack
and Novell claimed that the superior performance on single-
language relative to mixed-language lists is purely a primary
(short-term) memory phenomenon because their decomposition of
recalled items into primary and secondary memory components
showed impaired performance for the primary set and intact per-
formance for the secondary set. This claim does not hold up across
studies because with the same decomposition, Tulving & Colotla
found the opposite pattern, and Peynircioglu & Durgunoglu's
short-term memory span task also showed intact memory for
mixed-language lists. A single study of recognition memory for
lists of French and English words not chosen to be related showed
a small but significant enhancement of recognition performance
for mixed-language lists relative to single-language lists, with a d'
ratio of 1.075 (McCormack & Colletta, 1975).

Recall performance was equivalent for single-language and
mixed-language word lists when words in the different languages
came from different semantic categories. However, performance
was impaired when items from the same semantic category were
studied in different languages. The results of these studies suggest
that remembering the language of input in addition to the concept
imposes an extra memory load.

Clustering in recall output. Mixed-language word lists have
also been used to investigate whether language is used as a
category for organizing information in episodic memory. If it is,
then output order during recall of verbal items will be clustered by
language. The usual implication for language integration is that to
the extent language is used as a category, episodic memory rep-
resentation is language dependent and language specific. Table 5
summarizes the results of the language-clustering studies.

To evaluate clustering in recall output, one must compare it to
an appropriate baseline, as pointed out by Dalrymple-Alford and
Aamiry (1969). In most of the reported studies, output clustering
was compared to the clustering expected by chance (i.e., expected
clustering if output order were random). When random sequence
was used as a baseline, the studies were mixed in the degree of
language clustering exhibited, with some showing more clustering
(Dalrymple-Alford & Aamiry, 1969, Experiment 2; Saegert, Ober-
meyer, et al., 1973), some showing equivalent clustering (Lambert
et al., 1968; Nott & Lambert, 1968), and one showing less clus-
tering (Tulving & Colotla, 1970) than would be expected in a
random sequence.

3 The composition of Tulving & Colotla's lists, items drawn from a pool
of 324 high frequency words, likely included members of the same cate-
gory that appeared in different languages because category membership
was not controlled. Another methodological difference in this study is that
the word lists overlapped, such that each of the words appeared six times
in each language across lists and experimental sessions. Presentation of
translation equivalents across lists has been shown to cause translation
interference (see retroactive interference section). The rate of translation
intrusions, which would indicate the degree of translation interference, was
not reported.
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Table 5
Language and Category Clustering in Output From Episodic and Semantic Memory Relative
to Random Clustering and Input-Sequence Clustering

Category clustering Language clustering
Episodic or linguistic system Languages

and study of study In input Vs. random Vs. input In input Vs. random Vs. input Vs. category

Episodic systems
Dalrymple-Alford & Aamiry (1969)
Lambert et al. (1968)
Nott & Lambert (1968)
Tulving & Colotla (1970)
Saegert et al. (1973)

Linguistic systems
Dalrymple-Alford (1984)

Ar, En
Fr, Ru, En
Fr, En
Fr, Sp, En
Ar, En

Fr, En

None >
None >
None >

— —
— —

— >

> None >
> Limited =
>b Limited =
— None <"
— Limited >

— — >

> L>C
> L < C
> L < C
> —
> —

— L<C

Note. L = language clustering in output; C = category clustering in output. Dashes indicate that the study did not have applicable data for the table entry.
Language abbreviations are given in Table 3.
a No inferential statistics were reported, but the number of observations per probability was high enough to assume it would have been a significant
effect. b Except for the condition in which input was blocked by category.

The apparent inconsistencies among these results can be re-
solved by using a more appropriate baseline measure of clustering.
The main problem with using random clustering as a baseline is
that the sequence of output from memory is strongly influenced by
the sequence of the input (e.g., Dalrymple-Alford & Aamiry, 1969,
Experiment 1). Pairs of items that appear consecutively in input
(study sequence) often appear consecutively in output (recall se-
quence) because of interitem associations formed during encoding.
The apparent discrepancies are due to the fact that the degree of
language clustering in input sequences varied across the reported
studies. I reexamined the results of these studies by using the
degree of clustering in the input as a baseline for clustering in the
output. The degree of input clustering was derived from the ex-
planation of list construction provided in the method section of
each study. As shown in Table 5, the amount of clustering in the
input sequence varies across studies, but in most cases it was less
than random. This new method of comparison led to a consistent
pattern of results across studies, showing more clustering in the
output sequences than in the input sequences, indicating positive
reorganization by language.

To get a sense of the salience of language as an organizer, it is
useful to compare language clustering with semantic clustering in
output. In three of the language-clustering studies, semantic cate-
gory was also manipulated, allowing comparisons of language
clustering and semantic clustering. No clustering by semantic
category was allowed in the input sequences. In these three studies,
comparing the clustering measures only to random clustering
underestimates the amount of reorganization into semantic cate-
gories both absolutely and relative to reorganization by language.
In every case, output clustering by semantic category was greater
than random clustering and greater than the semantic clustering in
the input sequence (Dalrymple-Alford & Aamiry, 1969, Experi-
ment 2; Lambert et al., 1968; Nott & Lambert, 1968). The degree
of semantic clustering and reorganization in recall output was
greater than the degree of language clustering and reorganization
in two of these studies (Lambert et al., 1968; Nott & Lambert,
1968). In the third study, there was more language than category
clustering, but the most pronounced effect was the high incidence
of clusters made up of items that were both in the same language
and in the same category (Dalrymple-Alford & Aamiry, 1969).

What is clear from these studies is that language can be used as
an organizer when no better organization scheme is readily avail-
able, but it is not as strong an organizer as semantic category in
episodic memory. Language organization appears to be subordi-
nate to semantic organization. Thus, the results of these studies are
inconsistent with an extreme separate-store model; the episodic
systems must be at least partially shared. However, because some
clustering by language was exhibited, the clustering studies are not
sufficient to support the extreme shared model. The extreme
shared model cannot be rejected on the basis of this evidence
either, because the reason for the language clustering is not nec-
essarily higher conceptual similarity. The language clustering that
was observed may have been due to either higher phonological
similarity or higher co-occurrence frequency among items within
the same language.

Clustering in output from semantic memory (in the Tulving,
1972, sense) yields similar results (Dalrymple-Alford, 1984). With
no prior study sequence, bilinguals were asked to produce exem-
plars of two categories in both of their languages in whatever order
the exemplars occurred to them. There was again more language
clustering in the output sequence than expected by chance but less
language clustering than category clustering. This result suggests
that in linguistic memory also, semantic organization is superor-
dinate to language organization, thus indicating that the conceptual
network is at least partially shared.

Memory for language of input. In memory for mixed-language
material, there arises the question of whether bilinguals remember
the language in which verbal material is presented to them, and
several studies have addressed this question. The typical interpre-
tation is that to the extent language of input is retained, the
representation of the episode contains language-specific informa-
tion (i.e., separately coded information for each language). This
interpretation is often extended to say that the linguistic represen-
tation of the translation equivalents is separate. Memory for lan-
guage of input has been examined by first having bilinguals learn
a bilingual set of words or sentences. Subsequently, they are asked
either to recognize the language of each item by presenting the
original, its translation, or both, or they are asked to recall the
language using a translation in a neutral third language as a cue.

An obvious comparison for memory for language of input is
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memory for content or meaning. Kintsch (1970) compared mem-
ory for input language to memory for the meaning of the item by
asking German-English bilingual s to classify the previously pre-
sented items on the basis of whether they appeared in the same
language or in the other language. The pattern of errors indicated
that participants were twice as likely to misclassify the language of
presentation as to misrecognize an item when indicating which
items had been seen previously. Thus, although memory for input
language was quite high (d1 = 2.6), it is clear that remembering the
language of input is not a necessary condition for remembering the
conceptual content of the input.

Later studies investigated the factors affecting memory for lan-
guage of input. Candidate influences have included context (e.g.,
list or sentence), processing conditions, and types of words. Most
of the original analyses were done with conditional probabilities.
However, since the mid-1970s when those studies were reported,
Batchelder and Riefer (1990) developed a more appropriate way to
analyze data on memory for source by using multinomial
processing-tree models that took into account the cognitive pro-
cesses that underlie source (here language) recall. Their procedure
yields an estimate of memory for language of input that is inde-
pendent of memory for content. They reanalyzed the studies of
Saegert, Hamayan, and Ahmar (1975), which used English and
French items and Arabic as a neutral test language, and of Rose,
Rose, King, and Perez (1975), who used Spanish and English
items. Contrary to the original analyses, the new analyses showed
no difference in memory for input language between words pre-
sented in isolation versus in the context of sentences or between
related and unrelated sentences. My own reanalysis of the other
studies (MacLeod, 1976, French and English words; Winograd,
Cohen, & Barresi, 1976, German and English words) using Batch-
elder and Riefer's technique (and a program described by Hu &
Batchelder, 1994) showed no difference between memory for the
languages of words studied in a deep-processing condition and
words studied in a shallow-processing condition, but memory for
the languages of concrete words was found to be more accurate
than memory for the languages of abstract words.

Some limits on memory for input language are apparent under
conditions designed to increase the likelihood of confusion. One
method was to create situations under which there was little basis
for discrimination between languages. An experiment using the
languages Hindi and Urdu, which have many words that differ in
script but not in meaning and pronunciation, revealed that memory
for language was relatively poor (d' = 1.1) when script was the
only basis for differentiation (Brown, Sharma, & Kirsner, 1984).
In an experiment involving cognates and noncognate translation
equivalents in Spanish and English, memory for language of input
was high for noncognates (d' = 2.1) but barely above chance for
cognates (d' - 0.6) differing in pronunciation but not in meaning
or orthography (Cristoffanini, Kirsner, & Milech, 1986). A second
method involved having bilinguals study several sets of highly
related sentences and subsequently complete a recognition test on
which they were to respond "yes" only to items that appeared in
the originally studied language (O'Neill & Dion, 1983; Rosenberg
& Simon, 1977). When a particular set was presented in only one
language, the French-English bilinguals were good at discriminat-
ing the originals from the translations (d1 = 1.88, averaging across
the two studies). In contrast, they could not discriminate between
the translations and originals (d' = .12) when the set contained

sentences from both languages. A third method was to induce
proactive interference from previously studied translation equiva-
lents. Liepmann and Saegert (1974) induced translation errors by
presenting successive mixed-language (Arabic and English) word
lists with overlapping items that appeared in different languages
across the series of lists. The frequency of translation intrusions
was higher than the frequency of wrong-list intrusions, and the
number of translation intrusions increased over the series of lists.
Translation intrusions were also observed when bilinguals learned
a mixed-language (Spanish and English) paired-associate set and
subsequently learned a set in which target items (the second item
of each pair) were replaced with their translation equivalents
(Lopez, Hicks, & Young, 1974). Translation intrusion errors are
indicated to a lesser degree in a number of other free-recall
experiments that were not specifically designed to induce confu-
sion (Kolers, 1966; Lambert et al., 1968; Nott & Lambert, 1968;
Paivio et al., 1988; Rose & Carroll, 1974).

The studies on memory for language of input demonstrate that
although retention for the language of words presented in syntactic
isolation is quite accurate under a variety of experimental condi-
tions, it is not perfect. It is not clear, however, to what extent these
results generalize to situations in which natural language is used.
In natural-language processing, words occur in the context of
sentences, the goal of the language is comprehension and commu-
nication of gist, and language can often be derived from the
context (speaker, environment, subject). In the experimental set-
ting, words are usually presented in isolation, the goal varies, and
the context provides no clues to the language. Also, the experi-
ments on memory for language of input only test over a relatively
short retention interval. After a longer delay and more intervening
linguistic experiences, the memory for language of input may
decline (relative to memory for content) just as the memory for the
exact wording of a sentence decays more rapidly than does mem-
ory for content in single-language experiments (Murphy & Sha-
piro, 1994; Sachs, 1967, 1974).

To the extent that memory for language of input is retained,
some aspect of the episodic-memory representation for translation
equivalents is language dependent, and this separation is the basis
of that memory. Words can be encoded on the basis of both the
surface representation and the conceptual representation. As long
as the surface representation is retrievable, separation at that level
allows discrimination. The phenomenon of high retention for lan-
guage of input does not require separation at the conceptual level.
(Even under conditions of conceptual processing of the material,
one could argue that the lower-level processing necessary to com-
prehend the material would be sufficient to retain the input lan-
guage information.) In fact, total separation at the conceptual level
would be inconsistent with the language-confusion and intrusion
results. These findings suggest that the underlying linguistic rep-
resentations have some shared and some separate components as
well, but again it is not clear whether any of the separate compo-
nents are at the conceptual level.

Cross-Language Memory Tests

Cross-language memory tests constitute another main approach
to determining whether translation equivalents have shared or
separate semantic representations in episodic memory. This pro-
cedure typically consists of two parts, a task in which words are
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Table 6
Between-Language Memory Performance Relative to Within-Language Memory Performance as a Function
of Test Type, Instructions, and Involvement of Conceptual Processing

Type of memory test and study

Recall
Ervin (1961)

Recognition
Kintsch (1970)
Durgunoglu & Roediger (1987)

Cued recall — word fragments
Watkins & Peynircioglu (1983)

Savings/positive transfer
Lambert et al. (1958)
Young & Saegert (1966)
Lopez & Young (1974)
Opoku (1992)
MacLeod (1976)

Repetition priming — word fragments
Durgunoglu & Roediger (1987)
Smith (1991), Exp. 1

Smith (1991), Exp. 2

Heredia & McLaughlin (1992)
Peynircioglu & Durgunoglu (1993)

Basden et al. (1994), Exps. 1 & 2

Repetition priming — category exemplars
Francis & Bjork (1992)

Analogical transfer
Francis (in press), Exps. 1 & 2

Languages
of study

It, En

Ge, En
Sp, En

Sp, En
Tu, En

Fr, En
Sp, En
Sp, En
Tw, En
Fr, En

Sp, En
Fr, En
Fr, En
Fr, En
Fr, En
Fr, En
Sp, En
Ch, En
Sp, En
Sp, En
Sp, En

Sp, En

Sp, En
Sp, En

Learning
instructions

Intentional

Intentional
Intentional

Intentional
Intentional

Intentional
Intentional
Incidental
Intentional
Intentional

Intentional
Incidental1"
Incidental0

Intentional
Incidental1"
Incidental0

—
Intentional
Intentional
Intentional
Intentional5

Incidental

Incidental
Incidental

Retrieval
instructions

Direct

Direct
Direct

Direct
Direct

Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Indirect"

Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect"
Indirect"
Indirect
Indirect

Indirect

Indirect
Direct

Conceptual
processing

High

Medium
Medium

Low
Low

High
High
High
High
High

Low
High
High
Low
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

High

High
High

Between-language performance

Vs. control Vs. within Prop, within

>Zero = 1.05

> Chance < .91
> Chance < .90

< .33
< .00

> — —
> — —

NR = .43
> — —
> < .50

< .20
> = .53
> = .94

< .15
> = 1.24
> = .62
> < .29"
> < .48
> < .54
= — —
> — —

> < .49

> = .85e

> = .89g

Note. Conceptual processing column is a rating of the amount of conceptual processing involved in the encoding and retrieval tasks. Final column gives
between-Ianguage performance as a proportion (Prop.) of within-language performance. Dashes indicate that the study did not have data for the table entry.
Language abbreviations are given in Table 3. Exp. = experiment; NR = not reported.
a Only nonrecallable items were included in the measure of savings. b Words were presented in a sentence context. c Words were inferred from
sentences. d Based on values estimated from graphs. e In the original report, data from direct and indirect retrieval instructions were not differentiated
because no instruction effects or interactions were observed. f Tasks were not mixed in the study sequence. 8 The combined result reflects data from
the major analogy common to both experiments.

studied and a task in which the studied words are retrieved. The
languages of the words are different in the study task and in the
retrieval task. Performance on cross-language memory tests may
be compared either to same-language memory test performance or
to control or chance performance. Two factors are important
determinants of the level of performance on cross-language mem-
ory tests: (a) the extent to which participants are made aware that
their memory is being tested and (b) the degree to which the study
and retrieval tasks depend on conceptual processing rather than
perceptual processing. These characteristics along with the results
of the studies reported in this section are shown in Table 6. Besides
the results of the hypothesis tests comparing cross-language per-
formance to control and to within-language performance, where
possible, the cross-language performance is reported as a propor-
tion of the difference between within-language performance and
control performance.

In one of the first reported cross-language memory experiments,
Ervin (1961) had bilingual participants name series of pictures,

some in each of their languages, and then recall the pictures in a
particular language. Overall, recall performance was no higher
when tested in the same language as the naming than when tested
in a different language from the naming. Studies of recognition
memory have found a small advantage for words that appeared in
the same language at study and test over words that appeared in
different languages (Durgunoglu & Roediger, 1987; Kintsch,
1970).4 Cross-language recall and recognition performance were

4 In the Durgunoglu & Roediger (1987) study, this effect was not
significant, but the difference was of similar magnitude to that found in the
Kintsch (1970) study, in which there were approximately three times as
many observations per condition. Recall performance was higher for words
studied in Spanish than for words studied in English (Durgunoglu &
Roediger, 1987). However, in the recall task, the language of output was
not controlled, and therefore the same-versus-different language variable
was not manipulated by the experimenter, nor were the languages in which
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well above chance levels in these three studies, at least 90% of the
within-Ianguage performance levels. In contrast, a cued-recall test
using word fragments as cues showed little, if any, transfer across
languages (Watkins & Peynircioglu, 1983), but this result makes
sense because the cues are orthographic, not conceptual, in nature.
Three studies using a positive transfer learning paradigm showed
that learning a word list was enhanced by previous or interpolated
learning of the translation equivalents relative to previous or
interpolated learning of an unrelated list (Lambert, Havelka, &
Crosby, 1958; Lopez & Young, 1974; Young & Saegert, 1966).5 A
similar positive transfer effect was observed for sentence learning
(Opoku, 1992). The free-recall, recognition, and positive-transfer
results suggest that there are components of the episodic trace that
are shared by both languages. This interpretation, however, is
complicated by the possibility that participants realized that using
the strategy of translating items covertly during the study or test
phase would enhance their performance. (I return to this issue in
more detail in the section entitled Preventing and Detecting Covert
Translation.)

The underlying organization of memory representations is more
accurately (certainly more confidently) assessed by means of a
testing procedure in which participants do not use translation
strategies. One approach has been to use a procedure in which
participants were unable to use translation strategies. When non-
recallable number-word paired associates were relearned in a
different language, savings (relative to unrelated word sets) was
substantial, but this effect was about half the magnitude of the
savings observed when the paired associates were releamed in the
same language (MacLeod, 1976).

A more widely used strategy is an indirect testing procedure, in
which there is no reason for participants to believe that using
translation strategies might improve their performance. In two
studies of repetition priming for word fragment completion, word
fragments were no more likely to be completed after the correct
completions had been read (under intentional learning instructions)
in a different language than if the words had not been studied at all
(Durgunoglu & Roediger, 1987; Smith, 1991). However, in two
subsequent replications, cross-language transfer reached reliable
levels, though still lower than the between-language transfer rate
(Heredia & McLaughlin, 1992; Peynircioglu & Durgunoglu,
1993). In a fifth study, cross-language transfer reached the crite-
rion for statistical significance when study times were long and
tasks were not mixed in the study sequences (Basden, Bonilla-
Meeks, & Basden, 1994); however, it is not clear whether the
priming rates differed reliably from the nonsignificant transfer
rates obtained with short study times or mixed study sequences.
Because the word-fragment priming effect is not primarily a se-
mantically based phenomenon when target words are presented
individually at study,6 the low rates of priming across languages in
these studies do not imply separation at the semantic level, but they
do suggest that episodic representations are separate at some other
level.

Dramatically different results were obtained under stronger con-
ceptual processing conditions. When the word-fragment comple-

the words were reported by the participant compared with the languages in
which they were studied when the same- and different-language recall
scores were computed.

tion task followed presentation of the completion words within the
context of sentences or when target words had to be inferred from
sentences, the magnitude of the cross-language priming effect was
comparable to the magnitude of the within-Ianguage priming effect
(Smith, 1991). Given this observed cross-language priming effect,
conceptual processing in the word-fragment completion task must
have been induced. The only other explanation is covert transla-
tion, which seems unlikely both because an indirect testing pro-
cedure was used and because the pattern of results in the noncrit-
ical conditions was inconsistent with this explanation. Specifically,
in same-language conditions, there was greater priming for words
in lists than for words in sentences. If participants were translating,
the pattern should have been the same in the different-language
conditions, but the pattern was in fact reversed; there was greater
priming for words in sentences than for words in lists.

Another method designed to increase conceptual processing was
to study the conceptually based repetition bias priming found for
category associations. Words were more likely to be given as
associates to categories when they were previously rated on pleas-
antness in a different language than when they were not so rated,
but the magnitude of this between-language priming effect was
about half the magnitude of the same-language priming effect
(Francis & Bjork, 1992). More complex conceptual processing
was induced by using an analogical transfer paradigm, which has
several memory components. It requires accurate encoding of a
source analogy, being reminded of it, and retrieving enough to
apply it. Bilinguals were asked to solve a verbally presented
insight problem after having read an analogous problem (one with
similar causal structure) and its solution in the same language or in
a different language (Francis, 1996; Francis, in press). Across two
experiments, between-language transfer was substantial and indis-
tinguishable from within-Ianguage transfer, whether measured
with or without a hint (i.e., directed retrieval instruction).

As shown in Table 6, cross-language memory performance was
closer to within-Ianguage memory performance when the tasks
involved more conceptual processing. Assuming that the effects of
cross-language savings, priming, and analogical transfer are not all
due to translation, which is reasonable, they provide strong evi-
dence that translation equivalents have at least partly shared se-
mantic representations (because if there were no shared represen-
tation, there could be no cross-language effect). We might also
conclude that the results of incomplete transfer suggest some
separation at the semantic level, but this conclusion would depend
on the savings and category-association priming effects being
based exclusively on conceptual processing, which is almost cer-
tainly too strong an assumption.

5 In the Lambert et al. study, this effect was significant for bilinguals
with "fused" learning contexts but not for those with "separated" learning
contexts.

6 For example, word-fragment completion priming typically exhibits a
reverse generation effect (Blaxton, 1989; Jacoby, 1983; MacLeod & Mas-
son, 1997; but see Gardiner, 1988), a reverse picture superiority effect
(Weldon & Roediger, 1987), and greater priming after visual than auditory
study (when test fragments are presented visually; MacLeod & Masson,
1997; Roediger & Blaxton, 1987).
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Repetition Priming for Lexical Decisions

Another type of implicit cross-language memory test often used
is repetition priming for lexical decisions, but it is different enough
from the methods covered in the previous section to warrant a
separate discussion. In a lexical-decision task, participants classify
each item in a series of words and nonsense letter-strings as a word
or nonword. Repetition priming for lexical decisions is studied by
having participants process a subset of the to-be-classified words
in a practice block of trials before the test block of lexical-decision
trials. The priming effect typically observed is a faster response
time for previously presented words than for new words. In the
bilingual case, the translation equivalent of a test word is presented
during the practice trials. Table 7 shows the semantic and ortho-
graphic relationships between the prime and target words, the
statistical decisions relative to control and relative to within-
language conditions, and the level of between-language priming as
a proportion of the level of within-language priming. As can be
seen from Table 7, overlapping orthography is an important factor
in cross-language repetition priming of lexical decisions, whereas
overlapping meaning is not.

For pairs of noncognate translation equivalents, none of the
studies found repetition priming of lexical decisions (Cristoffanini
et al., 1986; Gerard & Scarborough, 1989; Kirsner et al, 1980;
Kirsner, Smith, Lockhart, King, & Jain, 1984; Scarborough, Ger-
ard, & Cortese, 1984). "Cross-language" repetition priming was
elicited when participants were specifically instructed to translate
each item during the block of practice trials and answer questions
about its orthography (Kirsner et al., 1984). However, because the
task in the first block of trials focused the participants on the
orthography of each to-be-tested translation equivalent, any prim-
ing effect obtained was not really between languages. Cross-
language priming for cognates has been demonstrated, but it was
not as great as that for identical (same-language) primes (Cristof-
fanini et al., 1986) unless the cognates were orthographically
identical (Cristoffanini et al., 1986; Gerard & Scarborough, 1989;
taken together, the between-language effect is 98% of the within-
language effect). Additionally, orthographically identical noncog-
nates (i.e., false cognates such as red in English, a color, and red

in Spanish, which means net) yielded a rate of priming equivalent
to that of identical repetitions (Gerard & Scarborough, 1989).
Cognates with common pronunciation rather than common orthog-
raphy also show substantial cross-language repetition priming, as
shown with vocabulary items common to Hindi and Urdu, which
have common meaning and phonology but different script (Brown,
Sharma, & Kirsner, 1984, Experiment 1).

With the exceptions of cognates and orthographically identical
noncognates, there is no evidence of repetition priming across
languages for lexical decision. Because no priming was observed
for noncognate translations, it can be inferred that some level of
representation is separate for pairs of translation equivalents. How-
ever, this finding does not clarify what the level is. Because the
only characteristic that the orthographically identical noncognates
appear to have in common is their orthography, we can conclude
that identical orthography is a sufficient basis for the priming. (In
the case of the nonidentical cognates, it seems probable that similar
orthography is likewise sufficient to produce an intermediate level
of priming.) These results show that similar meaning is not nec-
essary for repetition priming in lexical decision, so we cannot draw
any conclusions about word-meaning representation on the basis
of these studies (as pointed out by Kirsner et al., 1980).

Bilingual Repetition Effects on Memory Performance

Another approach to the study of language integration in epi-
sodic memory consists of experiments aimed at finding out
whether studying material in two languages makes it more or less
memorable than studying it in one language. Memory for items
that are presented once in each language is compared to memory
for items presented only once and to items presented twice in one
language. The most appropriate recall measure for comparing lists
with same-language and bilingual repetitions is not clear, because
memory for concepts cannot be measured directly. However, the
main measure used in these studies was a type recall scoring
system, which counts an item as being correctly recalled if either
translation equivalent of a studied item or pair is recalled. The
results of these studies are summarized in Table 8.

The first question examined was whether an item studied once

Table 7
Between-Language Repetition Priming for Lexical Decisions as a Function of Relationship Between Prime and Target

Between-language performance

Study

Cristoffanini et al. (1986)

Gerard & Scarborough (1989)

Kirsner et al. (1980)
Kirsner et al. (1984)
Brown et al. (1984)

Exp.

Exp. 1

Exp. 1

Exp. 1
Exp. 1
Exp. 1

Languages
of study

Sp, En

Sp, En

Hi, En
Fr, En
Hi, Ur

rame-

Semantic

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
None
TE
TE
TE

-target relationship

Orthographic

Noncognate
Nonidentical cognate
Identical
Noncognate
Identical
Identical
Noncognate
Noncognate
Different script, but

same phonology

Vs. Vs. Priming
control within proportion

< .02
> = .85
> = .82

< .05
> = 1.14
> = 1.23

< .00
< .07

> = .82

Note. Because the dependent measure in this paradigm is response time, the > indicating better performance actually corresponds to a shorter response
time. Final column gives the magnitude of the between-language priming effect as a proportion of the within-language priming effect. Language
abbreviations are given in Table 3. TE = translation equivalent; Exp. = experiment.
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Table 8
Effects of Bilingual Repetitions on Free Recall Relative to Single Presentations and Identical Repetitions as a Function of Spacing

Study

Kolers (1966)
Glanzer & Duarte (1971)

Winograd et al. (1976)
Kolers & Gonzalez (1980)

Durgunoglu & Roediger (1987)
Paivio et al. (1988)

Heredia & McLaughlin (1992)

Hummel (1986)

Languages
of study

Fr, En
Sp, En

Ge, En
Sp, En

Sp, En
Fr, En

Sp, En

Fr, En

Lag between
repetitions

Spaced
Massed
Spaced
Spaced
Spaced

Massed
Massed
Spaced
Massed
Spaced
Spaced

Type recall for bilingual repetitions

Vs. single Vs. identical Recall rate

> = .13
> > .51
> = .59
> = .54
> = .25

.35°
— > .35
> > .52
> = .63
> > .45
> NR .64
— > .79

Ratio

.71
1.88
.96

1.00
1.42
.88a

—
1.75
1.19
2.00
1.13
—

Note. Final column gives the increase in type recall performance elicited by including a different-language repetition over a single presentation, divided
by the increase in recall elicited by including an identical repetition over a single presentation. For example, in the first row, the different-language
repetitions enhanced recall (relative to a single presentation) 71% as much as did the identical repetitions. Most values used in the calculations had to be
estimated from graphs. Dashes indicate that the study did not have data for the table entry. Language abbreviations are given in Table 3. NR = not reported.
a In this case, types were presented three times, either twice in one language and once in the other, or three times in one language; ratio in final column
indicates improvement for each of these conditions over two identical repetitions.

each in two languages would be more likely to be recalled than a
word studied once in one language. Using type scoring, different-
language repetitions consistently led to better recall performance
than did single presentations (Glanzer & Duarte, 1971; Heredia &
McLaughlin, 1992; Kolers, 1966; Kolers & Gonzalez, 1980;
Paivio et al., 1988; Winograd et al., 1976). The second question
was whether studying a word once in each language would elicit
better, worse, or equivalent recall performance compared to study-
ing a word twice in one language. This effect was found to depend
on the spacing between study presentations. For massed repeti-
tions, recall for translated repetitions was higher than recall for
identical repetitions (Durgunoglu & Roediger, 1987; Glanzer &
Duarte, 1971; Heredia & McLaughlin, 1992; Paivio et al., 1988).
However, for spaced repetitions, translated and identical repeti-
tions elicited equivalent recall performance (Glanzer & Duarte,
1971; Heredia & McLaughlin, 1992; Kolers, 1966; Paivio et al.,
1988; Winograd et al., 1976). In contrast, a study of memory for
stories showed an advantage for between-language over within-
language spaced repetitions (Hummel, 1986). As can be seen from
Table 8, on average, bilingual repetitions helped recall 188% as
much as did identical repetitions in massed conditions but only
104% as much in spaced conditions.

The pattern of results can be understood within the framework
of either a shared- or separate-concept model. If translation equiv-
alents are stored with partially or completely overlapping semantic
components but separate components at a lower level (Glanzer &
Duarte, 1971), then the shared components can account for the
advantage of different-language repetition over single presenta-
tion, and the separate components account for the advantage of
different-language repetition over same-language repetition at
short intervals (massed repetitions). Within a separate-concept
model, even if the words were unrelated, the probability of re-
membering one or the other is higher than that of remembering a
particular one (as explained by Paivio et al., 1988). As these
interpretations illustrate, both the shared-concept model and the

separate-concept model appear to predict that type recall will be
higher when a pair of translation equivalents is studied than when
either a single presentation or two presentations in the same
language are studied. Under the shared-concept model, the inter-
action between repetition type and spacing can be explained as
follows: Differences in separate nonsemantic components (orthog-
raphy, phonology, etc.) are salient in massed translation repeti-
tions, thus differentiating them from the identical repetition. With
longer lags between repetitions, these nonsemantic components are
forgotten, and performance therefore converges to that of the
identical repetition items. The most important point on which the
predictions of the two models differ is that the shared-concept
model predicts a spacing effect for translation equivalents, but the
separate-concept model does not. Under the shared-concept model,
spaced bilingual repetitions are subadditive but lead to higher
levels of performance than the massed repetitions. Under the
separate-concept model, translated repetitions should be indepen-
dent at any spacing, and type recall for translated repetitions
should always be higher than for two same-language repetitions,
which must be subadditive. The three studies that contained both
massed and spaced repetitions indeed showed a spacing effect for
translated repetitions; that is, recall performance for items pre-
sented once in each language was higher when they were spaced
than when they were massed (Glanzer & Duarte, 1971; Heredia &
McLaughlin, 1992; Paivio et al., 1988). Therefore, the bilingual
repetition studies weigh in favor of the shared model.

Generation Effects

The generation effect is an advantage in memory for items
generated rather than merely read. For example, a word produced
(i.e., generated) in response to an associate is remembered better
than a word that is presented with its associate. Two different
translation-generation procedures have been used. In the first,
memory either for items generated by translation or for items to
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which translations were generated is compared to memory for
items merely copied. Thus, this first method examines whether the
act of translation produces a generation effect. The second com-
pares memory for translations that are generated to memory for
translations that are merely read or copied to determine whether
the generation effect extends to translation pairs.

The act of translation did produce a generation effect, in that
words generated in response to their translations were better re-
called than words that were merely copied (Arnedt & Gentile,
1986; Paivio & Lambert, 1981). Similarly, words from which a
translation was generated were better recalled than words that were
merely copied (Paivio & Lambert, 1981; Vaid, 1988), read (Bas-
den et al., 1994), or named aloud (Potter et al., 1984). The authors
of all but the last of these articles claimed that their results support
either separate memory stores or the separate verbal systems
aspect of Paivio's dual-coding theory because memory perfor-
mance was better when the item was presented or produced in two
different modalities. However, the same pattern of results is ex-
pected under a shared concept model. The mechanism for this
effect could be the same as that for the advantage of translated over
identical massed repetitions described in the previous section.

In the second method, bilinguals studied pairs of translation
equivalents under two conditions, one in which both words were
presented to be read and one in which the first word of each pair
was presented as a cue and the translation equivalent was to be
generated. The question was whether there would be an advantage
in the generate condition, as found with single-language word
pairs. The results of these studies depended on the intentionality of
learning. Under intentional learning instructions, no generation
effect was observed for either pairs of translation equivalents
(Durgunoglu & Roediger, 1987; O'Neill, Roy, & Tremblay, 1993;
Slamecka & Katsaiti, 1987) or pairs of between-language ant-
onyms (Slamecka & Katsaiti, 1987). In contrast, under incidental
learning instructions, there was an advantage for generated over
read translations (O'Neill et al., 1993), indicating more conceptual
processing for generated than for read translations. O'Neill et al.
(1993) suggested that in the intentional learning conditions, par-
ticipants generated even on the trials with an instruction to read
only. These studies do not provide strong evidence to distinguish
shared-concept or separate-concept models of bilingual episodic
memory.

Release From Proactive Inhibition

Proactive inhibition is a phenomenon typically demonstrated in
learning serial lists of items that belong to one particular category.
Performance declines on each successive list. When the category
changes from one list to the next, performance immediately shows
partial recovery, thus exhibiting a release from proactive inhibition
(Wickens, Born, & Allen, 1963). The question in the cognitive
bilingual research is whether inhibition will continue (i.e., perfor-
mance will continue to decline) after a language change or whether
there will be a release from inhibition, with a concomitant im-
provement in performance. Comparing a change in language to a
change in category, intuitively, a continued decline in performance
might support representation in shared conceptual systems,
whereas recovery might support representation in separate concep-
tual systems. It can be seen from the results of the following
studies, however, that this is not the only interpretation.

Goggin and Wickens (1971) showed that in learning sequential
word lists, the recovery exhibited following a language change
between Spanish and English (68%) was comparable to the recov-
ery exhibited following a category change (79%), and this recov-
ery has since been replicated with English and French (71%;
Dillon, McCormack, Petrusic, Cook, & Lafleur, 1973).7 That the
degree of recovery after a language change approaches that of
recovery exhibited after a semantic category change does not
necessarily imply that the language-shift recovery has a semantic
basis. Several nonsemantic attributes of words differ across lan-
guages. Dillon et al. (1973) suggested that the change in phoneme
set across languages causes the language-shift recovery. O'Neill
and Huot (1984) evaluated this possibility with recall of
consonant-vowel-consonant nonsense syllables presented audito-
rially with either English or French pronunciations. Bilinguals
exhibited substantial recovery (46%) when the language of pro-
nunciation changed. Phonological distinctness may also explain
the recovery exhibited in the two studies with real words, which
were pronounced aloud by the subjects during learning. On the
other hand, this type of shift would have to differ cognitively from
phoneme-related shifts within a language, which elicit little if any
recovery (Wickens, 1973); this discrepancy might be caused by
making a shift between phonemic systems in the between-
language case rather than a shift within a single phonemic system
in the within-language case.

Other nonsemantic explanations are also possible. Language
may act as merely one of several attributes encoded for a given
stimulus. A language change may be likened to a change in
modality (such as auditory to visual), a change in representational
symbol (such as Arabic digits to numbers written as words), or
even, if one language is used more often than the other, a change
in word frequency. All of these nonsemantic changes can elicit
recovery in recall comparable to that observed after a semantic
category change (Wickens, 1973). Thus, release from proactive
inhibition following a language change cannot be interpreted as
evidence for either separate or shared representation at a semantic
or conceptual level.

Other Interference Effects in Episodic Memory

Several other types of interference effects found in single-
language studies of episodic memory have been adapted to study
bilingual memory: negative transfer, retroactive inhibition, and
interference from similar items in paired-associate learning; part-
whole negative transfer in learning of word series; and misinfor-
mation effects on eyewitness memory.

In a typical paired-associate learning procedure, a participant
studies a set of word pairs (A-B). At test, the first word of each pair
is given as a cue, and the task is to retrieve the second word of the
pair. In single-language studies, when the same set of cue and

7 An additional study that failed to replicate release from proactive
inhibition after a language switch (Newby, 1976) is not weighed in this
analysis because only 10 participants were tested, the experiment lacked
basic counterbalancing of categories among experimental and control
conditions, and the order of the word lists was not controlled. Besides these
major design flaws, the study failed to replicate release from proactive
inhibition after a category change, which at the time was already a
well-established effect.
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target words is re-paired (A-Br), negative transfer is observed for
learning the re-paired set. Negative transfer effects have also been
obtained between languages. Young & Webber (1967) had bilin-
guals learn an initial set of paired associates in one language
(A-B). They were impaired at learning a second set in a different
language that consisted of translation equivalents of the first list,
but re-paired (A'-B'r), relative to learning a new set of paired
associates in a different language (C'-D'), though this effect was
only significant in one language direction. Lopez, Hicks, and
Young (1974) also found negative transfer for learning a set of
pairs containing the same items but with the second words re-
paired and translated (A-B'r), relative to a new set (C-D). The
degree of impairment was as much or more than that observed
when learning the same items in the same languages but re-paired
(A-Br).

Learning of a re-paired set of paired associates also impairs
relearning or recall of the original set of pairs. This impairment is
known as retroactive inhibition. After learning the original set of
pairs, bilinguals either learned a translated and re-paired set (A'-
B'r) or a new set (C'-D') in the second language. When partici-
pants relearned the first list (A-B) in the original language, retro-
active interference was observed, in that when retested on the
original list, performance was worse for those who had learned the
translated re-paired list than for those who had learned the new set
of pairs (Young & Navar, 1968). Similarly, learning a re-paired set
with only the second words translated also impaired relearning of
the original list (Lopez et al., 1974).

Kintsch and Kintsch (1969) had bilinguals leam sets of eight
number-word paired associates, four in each of two languages.
Each word was paired with a different number. In one condition,
the four words in the two languages were translation equivalents,
but in the other condition, they were unrelated sets of words.
Participants learned the unrelated sets faster than they learned the
translation-equivalent sets. Similarly, negative transfer and retro-
active interference were found when the second word of each pair
in the intervening list was translated (A-B'; Lopez et al., 1974).
Comparing the re-paired lists with the second word translated
(A-Br') to the merely re-paired lists (A-Br) indicates a similar
pattern of negative transfer and retroactive interference effects.
These results indicate that remembering the language of input
requires an extra memory load.

The paired-associate learning experiments yield two main con-
clusions. First, translations must have at least partly shared concept
representation in episodic memory, on the basis of the finding that
translation causes interference in re-paired lists of paired associ-
ates. Second, associations made in one language carry over to the
other language, indicating that the concepts of the two members of
a pair are being associated, not just the surface forms, thus also
indicating shared conceptual systems for the two languages. This
conclusion is based on the findings that (a) retroactive interference
and negative transfer occur even if words in the intervening list are
in a different language from the original and (b) learning to
associate translation equivalents with two different cues is more
difficult than learning to associate two unrelated different-
language words with two different cues.

Two additional interference effects in episodic memory have
been examined with bilingual materials. First, the whole-part
negative transfer effect occurs when, after learning a list of words,
participants learned either a subset of the words learned before or

a new list of words the same length as the subset. In single-
language studies, learning of the part-list is impaired relative to the
new list. Saegert, Kazarian, and Young (1973) replicated the
single-language negative transfer effect and demonstrated a sub-
stantial but weaker effect when the part-lists were in different
languages. The complementary part-whole negative transfer effect
occurs when learning of a list is learned after prior study of a
subset of the target list or an unrelated list of the same length.
When the subset was presented as translations of the target-list
item, the effects were mixed—transfer from the nondominant to
the dominant language was negative, but transfer from the domi-
nant to nondominant was positive across groups (Saegert et al.,
1973). That transfer was reliably affected in either direction sug-
gests at least partly shared conceptual systems in episodic memory.

Finally, the accuracy of eyewitness memory is impaired by
presentation of misleading information between the initial event
and questioning (Loftus, 1975). A study with bilingual witnesses
showed that the degree of interference was equivalent whether the
misleading information was given in the same language or in a
different language from the final recall and recognition tests
(Shaw, Garcia, & Robles, 1997). This pattern of results suggests
that at a systems level, episodic memory has completely shared
conceptual representation.

Studies of Linguistic Knowledge Organization

Studies of language integration in bilingual linguistic memory
have used two main strategies. The main approach is to show that
processing items in one language can immediately facilitate or
interfere with processing of semantically related items in another
language. Other approaches are to assess whether a bilingual can
comprehend and integrate input from two languages simulta-
neously and to compare free associates across a bilingual's two
languages.

Immediate Priming of Lexical Decisions

Several experiments have been conducted to test whether a
semantically related cue in one language assists the immediate
processing of related material in the other language. The primary
method used for this type of experiment is a lexical-decision task
in which target words are immediately preceded by related or
unrelated prime words. In the bilingual case, a target word in one
language is immediately preceded by a semantically related prime
in the other language. This immediate priming effect is mediated
by different processes than repetition priming effects on lexical
decision; the immediate associative priming depends to a larger
extent on semantic processing, and it is a very short-lived facili-
tation that disappears after a few trials. As is explained in this
section, the pattern of results observed for immediate cross-
language priming differs markedly from that observed for cross-
language repetition priming of lexical decisions. Table 9 summa-
rizes the results of these studies as a function of prime type and
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA), with the magnitude of each
between-language priming effect expressed as a proportion of the
magnitude of the corresponding within-language priming effect
where possible.

In the primed lexical-decision task, target words that were
preceded by semantically related prime words in a different Ian-
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Table 9
Immediate Cross-Language Priming of Lexical Decisions as a Function of Prime Type and Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (SOA)

Method and study Exp.
Languages
of study

SOA
(ms)

Orthographic
type

Comparison
to unrelated

Comparison
to within

Proportion
of within

Associate priming (linguistic systems)
Chen & Ng (1989)

de Groot & Nas (1991)

Frenck & Pynte (1987)
Grainger & Beauvillain (1988)

Jin (1990)
Keatley et al. (1994)

Keatley & de Gelder (1992)

Kirsner et al. (1984)
Schwanenflugel & Rey (1986)

Tzelgov & Eben-Ezra (1992)

Williams (1994)

Translation priming (linguistic pairs)

1
2
1, 3
3
2, 3,4
3,4
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
2, 3
5
1
2
1
2
1
2

Ch, En
Ch, En
Du, Fr
Du, Fr
Du, Fr
Du, Fr
Fr, En
Fr, En
Fr, En
Fr, En
Fr, En
Ko, En
Ch, En
Ch, En
Du, Fr
Du, Fr
Du, Fr
Fr, En
Sp, En
Sp, En
He, En
He, En
Fr, En
Fr, En

300
300
240
240
60
60

500
750
150
750
150
150
250

2,000
200
200
200b

4,500
300
100
240&
840C

720
240

Noncognates
Noncognates
Cognates
Noncognates
Cognates
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates

Nonidentical
Nonidentical
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates
Noncognates

>
>
>
>
>

>a

>

>
>

>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

NR

<
<

.82a

1.07

.78

.91

.20
1.14

.83

.32

.83

.98

.18

.66

.97

.79

.75"

.70d

Altarriba (1992)

Chen & Ng (1989)
de Groot & Nas (1991)

Frenck-Mestre & Vaid (1992)
Gollan et al. (1997)

Jin (1990)
Keatley et al. (1994)
Keatley & de Gelder (1992)
Williams (1994)

1
1
1
1,3
3
2, 3,4
3,4
2
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1
3
4
2

Sp, En
Sp, En
Ch, En
Du, Fr
Du, Fr
Du, Fr
Du, Fr
Sp, En
He, En
He, En
Ko, En
Du, Fr
Du, Fr
Fr, En

200
1,000

300
240
240
60
60

400
50
50

150
200
200b

50

_ >

Noncognates >"
Cognates >e

Noncognates >e

Cognates >e

Noncognates >e

Noncognates >
Cognates >
Noncognates >
Noncognates >e

Noncognates >
— >
Noncognates >

— —

— —
< .60

.83
< .62
< .61

NR .70
NR 1.30
NR .58
— —

— —
— —
— —

Note. Because the dependent measure in this paradigm is response time, the > indicating better performance actually corresponds to a shorter response
time. Dashes indicate that the data necessary for the entry were not reported in the original work; NR indicates that the result of the inferential comparison
was not reported. A set was considered a noncognate set if the author so specified, if the two languages used have very few cognates, or if inspection of
the stimulus lists (when provided) showed less than 10% cognates. Language abbreviations are given in Table 3. Exp. = experiment.
a Primed items in this study were compared to items with no immediate predecessor instead of to items with unrelated immediate predecessors. b Response
deadline was imposed. c Two SOAs were combined in the original report of each experiment because it did not moderate priming in that study. d Exact
means were not reported; values were estimated from graphs. ° Translation equivalents also yielded more priming than between-language associates.

guage exhibited substantial facilitation across languages relative to
unrelated primes at several SOAs ranging from 60 ms to 4.5 s
(Chen & Ng, 1989; de Groot & Nas, 1991; Grainger & Beauvil-
lain, 1988; Jin, 1990; Keatley & de Gelder, 1992, Experiment 1;
Keatley, Spinks, & de Gelder, 19948; Kirsner et al., 19849;
Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986; Tzelgov & Eben-Ezra, 1992; Wil-
liams, 1994). Between-language facilitation was substantial rela-
tive to unprimed targets at an SOA of 500 ms (Frenck & Pynte,
1987). There have also been some discrepant nonsignificant cross-
language facilitation effects within the same studies at SOAs
ranging from 60 ms to 2,000 ms (de Groot & Nas, 1991; Grainger
& Beauvillain, 198810; Keatley et al., 1994) or when a deadline
procedure was used (Keatley & de Gelder, 1992).

The degree of between-language facilitation relative to within-
language facilitation depended on both the cognate status of the
stimulus words and the use of deadline procedures. Cognate stim-
uli led to an especially high rate (98%) of between- relative to
within-language transfer (de Groot & Nas, 1991). Deadline pro-

8 Only in one direction for some experiments; in Experiment 2, there
was a same-language control condition, but the crucial interaction to show
language match matters was not tested.

9 The relevant contrast was not actually tested; only the main effect was
tested.

10 The 10-ms difference was not significant.
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cedures led to a much lower rate of between-language than within-
language facilitation (18%; Keatley & de Gelder, 1992). In most
studies, only noncognates were used as stimuli. For noncognates,
facilitation observed when the prime was a related word in the
same language and facilitation observed when it was a related
word in a different language were indistinguishable in several
studies at several SOAs ranging from 100 ms to 840 ms (Chen &
Ng, 1989; de Groot & Nas, 1991; Frenck & Pynte, 1987; Grainger
& Beauvillain, 1988"; Keatley & de Gelder, 1992, Experiment 1;
Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986; Tzelgov & Eben-Ezra, 1992). In
other cases, the same-language priming was significantly greater
than different-language priming at SOAs ranging from 60 ms
to 4.5 s (de Groot & Nas, 1991; Grainger & Beauvillain, 1988;
Kirsner et al., 1984, Experiment 5). Taking the studies together,
the nonsignificance of the within-language versus between-
language comparisons appears to be a power issue. On average, the
between-language facilitation effect for noncognates was between
71 % and 79% of the magnitude of the within-language facilitation
effect (depending on whether facilitation rates of nonidentical and
unspecified status stimuli are included in the average and whether
the facilitation rates are weighted equally by study or by entry in
Table 9). The collective set of proportions (excluding cognate and
deadline studies) shows significant between-language facilitation,
t ( l 2 ) = 10.69,p < .001, but between-language facilitation was not
as strong as the within-language facilitation, /(12) = 3.53, p < .01.

Some authors (Frenck & Pynte, 1987; Grainger & Beauvillain,
1988) have suggested that the between-language associative prim-
ing effects are artifacts of participants' translation strategies, on the
basis of evidence that longer SOAs result in greater cross-language
priming. The important thing to keep in mind, though, is that
longer SOAs also increase priming within a language. Thus, it is
essential to measure both to scale the magnitude of the between-
language effect as a function of the magnitude of the within-
language effect. An inspection of the proportional measures in
Table 9 suggests that it is not true that longer SOAs consistently
result in greater relative between-language priming of noncognate
associates. (In fact, taking a simple correlation between the SOA
and associative priming proportions listed in the table yields r =
.02.)12 Also, substantial priming was observed even at the shorter
SOAs that do not allow enough time for translation.

When the lexical decisions were primed with immediately pre-
ceding translation equivalents, more facilitation was observed than
when they were primed with between-language associates (Chen
& Ng, 1989; de Groot & Nas, 1991; Jin, 1990). These and
additional studies also showed that translation-equivalent primes
facilitated lexical decisions relative to unrelated primes under
normal (Altarriba, 1992; Frenck-Mestre & Vaid, 1992; Gollan,
Forster, & Frost, 1997; Keatley et al., 1994; Williams, 1994) or
deadline (Keatley & de Gelder, 1992) testing procedures. For
noncognate translation equivalents, the degree of priming was less
than (about 68% of) that observed with identical (same-language)
primes (de Groot & Nas, 1991; Frenck-Mestre & Vaid, 1992;
Gollan et al., 1997). For cognates the results were mixed across
studies (de Groot & Nas, 1991; Gollan et al., 1997), with one
showing less and one showing more cross-language than within-
language facilitation. These results stand in contrast to those de-
scribed in the section on repetition priming of lexical decisions.
Recall that in the repetition priming studies, translation equivalents
presented in a prior block of trials did not facilitate lexical deci-

sions across languages. The reason for this difference is presum-
ably that the short-term priming effect depends to a larger extent
on semantic processing, whereas the repetition priming effect
depends more on orthographic processing.

Another interesting aspect of both the associate and translation
priming data sets, emphasized or meta-analyzed by some of the
authors (e.g., Gollan et al., 1997; Keatley et al., 1994; Kroll &
Sholl, 1992), is the asymmetry in transfer between the stronger and
weaker languages. Typically, the magnitude of the priming effect
is greater from the stronger to the weaker than from the weaker to
the stronger language, although the interpretation of this pattern is
complicated by the longer control-condition response times in the
weaker language, which leave more room for improvement.

Interpretations of the bilingual associate-priming data vary
across researchers. Kirsner et al. (1984) took the high degree of
cross-language associative priming as evidence for an integrated
semantic network. Keatley and associates (Keatley & de Gelder,
1992; Keatley et al., 1994) argue that the cross-language priming
does not indicate shared semantic representation, but that instead
"post-lexical meaning integration," a comparison of the meanings
of the prime and target at a higher-than-word level, is responsible
for the priming effect. However, as Kroll (1993) points out, even
if post-lexical meaning integration is responsible for the effect, the
two items from different languages must converge on units in a
common conceptual system for the comparison to be made. A
possible basis for the differences in the degree of facilitation
between and within languages may be that the basic priming effect
is based on both semantic relatedness and co-occurrence fre-
quency, and, as explained in the section on associate generation,
strengths of co-occurrence associations differ across languages. In
sum, the weight of the evidence from studies with between-
language associates points toward shared semantic networks, and
studies with translation equivalents suggest shared semantic rep-
resentation for translation equivalents.

Effects of Production Practice

The studies in this section differ from the other priming studies
in that rather than trying to facilitate recognition or classification
of verbal items, they try to facilitate the production of specific
verbal material. The idea is that to the extent production in one
language facilitates production in the other language, common
linguistic units and processes are used during production in the two
languages.

Reading a sentence aloud several times in one language facili-
tates (i.e., speeds up) production of its translation in another
language relative to unrelated sentences in another language
(MacKay & Bowman, 1969, Study I). Translations were read at a
rate comparable to that of the last few practice trials, indicating
nearly 100% transfer. This result implies both that the sentences
were processed conceptually and that the two languages of a
bilingual share at least sentence-level conceptual representation in

1' The authors claimed that the amount of priming was higher for
same-language than for different-language associates, but the difference
was not significant, and the magnitude of the difference was only 5 ms.

12 Even if the outlier SOA of 4,500 is replaced with 750, the next highest
SOA included in the calculation, the correlation is only .26.
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a pairwise manner and thus shared conceptual systems. In contrast,
scrambled sentences showed no benefit from practice of their
word-for-word translations. This lack of transfer does not neces-
sarily imply that the conceptual representations of the translation-
equivalent words are separate from each other. Alternatively, the
words may not have been processed conceptually in the scrambled
sentences. A third possibility is that the transfer sentences were not
adequate because they were designed to measure transfer only to
the translation of each word that was indicated by the context of
the sentences from which the scrambled sentences were derived.
Participants' interpretations may have been different because
the semantic and syntactic structure provided by the sentence to
make only one interpretation plausible was removed. Therefore,
the results of this study cannot be taken as evidence either for
or against shared conceptual representation for translation
equivalents.

Production of words in response to definitions facilitates later
picture naming in the same language but not in a different lan-
guage (Monsell, Matthews, & Miller, 1992). Because the concep-
tual representations of the words were presumably accessed during
both the definition task and the picture-naming task, it is tempting
to conclude that the lack of cross-language priming indicates
separate semantic representation for translation equivalents or sep-
arate components of partially shared semantic representation.
However, the basis of the priming effect itself is not necessarily
activation of the conceptual components. As the authors suggest,
the basis of the within-language priming may be associative prim-
ing, or activation of the connections between the conceptual fea-
tures and phonological features of each word. In the between-
language case, the sets of connections would be different because
the translations have different phonologies.

Interference Between Languages

It is difficult to determine whether the influence of processing in
one language on processing in another language is automatic or
deliberate on the basis of experiments in which the influence is
expected to enhance performance, as in the previously described
studies. To test the automaticity of such cross-language influences,
experiments can be set up such that cross-language influences do
not facilitate performance but instead make the task more difficult.
If the cooperative use of two languages is controlled, then there
should be no interference between languages; in contrast, if it is
automatic, then there should be interference. The question then is
whether bilingual participants are able to ignore the meanings of
words from the nontarget language. To the extent that semantic
interference is exhibited between languages, the semantic net-
works must be shared.

Stroop and Stroop-like interference. Not surprisingly, the
most frequently used methods of examining interference between
languages have been bilingual versions of the Stroop color-word
interference task (Stroop, 1935) and its picture-word variant. In
the cross-language version of the traditional color-word interfer-
ence task, ink colors are to be named in a language different from
the one in which the incongruent color words are printed. For
bilinguals who are highly proficient in both of their languages,
cross-language interference is consistently observed (relative to
naming colors of neutral stimuli such as color patches or rows of
Xs), though the interference is reduced relative to the degree of

within-language interference (Abunuwara, 1992; Chen & Ho,
1986; Dalrymple-Alford, 1968; Dyer, 1971; Fang, Tzeng, & Alva,
1981; Kiyak, 1982; Lee, Wee, Tzeng, & Hung, 1992; Preston &
Lambert, 1969; Smith & Kirsner, 1982). As can be seen from
Table 10, the between-language interference effect relative to
neutral control is on average 74% the magnitude of the within-
language interference effect (consistent with the average obtained
by MacLeod, 1991). In some studies, the incongruent color-
naming condition was compared to a congruent color-naming
condition. This comparison similarly yielded a consistent between-
language effect that was smaller than the within-language effect
(Abunuwara, 1992; Altarriba & Mathis, 1997; Tzelgov, Henik, &
Leiser, 1990), averaging about 53% of the magnitude of the
within-language effect. The comparison of incongruent to congru-
ent rather than neutral items contaminates the measure of interfer-
ence with a facilitation of congruent relative to neutral items
(MacLeod, 1991). Across languages, facilitation of congruent rel-
ative to neutral words seems unlikely to occur because this facil-
itation does not operate at a semantic level. In fact, Dalrymple-
Alford (1968) found a between-language interference effect for
congruent relative to neutral items. Similarly, Abunuwara (1992)
showed a 45-ms facilitation effect within languages but a 58-ms
interference effect between languages for congruent relative to
neutral items. These interference patterns may arise because the
automatically processed consistent color name leads to the right
conceptual response but the wrong phonology and may have to be
suppressed to produce response in the correct language.

In the picture-word interference task, participants are to name
pictures that have incongruent word labels printed on them. In the
between-language version, the naming language and label lan-
guage are different. This task similarly yields substantial cross-
language interference relative to unlabelled pictures or relative to
pictures with a neutral nonword label, and this effect is weaker
than the corresponding within-language interference effect (Ehri &
Ryan, 1980; Rusted, 1988; Smith & Kirsner, 1982). As can be seen
from Table 10, the between-language effect was on average 94%
the magnitude of the within-language effect. In the one study
comparing incongruently labelled to congruently labelled pictures,
the between-language interference effect was only 22% the size of
the within-language effect (Gerhand, Deregowski, & McAllister,
1995), but again, this effect is contaminated by differential facil-
itation and possibly between-language interference for the congru-
ent condition relative to what would be observed for neutral. A
similar task was to name words or symbols that had smaller-print
distractor words superimposed on them; the neutral condition was
to name words or symbols with no distractor. In the bilingual case,
the targets and distractors were printed in different languages. As
in the other studies, interference across languages was substantial
but less than interference within a language (Chen & Tsoi, 1990).

Two other Stroop-like interference paradigms have been less
widely studied. One method was an auditory analog to the Stroop
effect, in which participants listened to the words high and low
presented in a high or low tone of voice and were to respond
"high" or "low" on the basis of the tone, not the word. In the
bilingual case, the verbal response was to be made in a different
language from the word. Substantial between-language interfer-
ence was observed relative to responding to tones alone but ap-
parently less than the interference observed when the words and
responses were in the same language (Harriers & Lambert, 1972).
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Table 10
Stroop and Stroop-Like Interference Between Languages

Interference task and study

Stroop color-word
Dalrymple-Alford (1968)

Preston & Lambert (1969)

Dyer (1971)
Fang et al. (1981)

Smith & Kirsner (1982)
Kiyak (1982)
Chen & Ho (1986)
Abunuwara (1992)

Lee et al. (1992)

Tzelgov et al. (1990)

Altarriba & Mathis (1997)
Picture-word

Ehri & Ryan (1980)

Smith & Kirsner (1982)

Rusted (1988)
Gerhand et al. (1995)

Word-word and symbol-word
Chen & Tsoi (1990)

Tone-word
Hamers & Lambert (1972)

Flanker task
Guttentag et al. (1984)
Fox (1996)d

Exp.

1, 2
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
3
1
1
1
1

1

1
2
2

1
2
3
2

3
1
1

1

1

3
1
2

Languages
of study

Ar, En
Ar, En
Hu, En
Fr, En
Ge, En
Fr, En
Sp, En
Ch, En
Sp, En
Ja (K), En
Ja (H), En
Ch, En
Tu, En
Ch, En
Ar, He, En
Ar, He, En
Ch, En
Ma, En
Ta, En
Ar, He
Ar, He
Sp, En

Sp, En
Sp, En
Sp, En
Ch, En
Fr, En
Ch, En
Ch, En
Ga, En

Ch, En

Fr, En

Fr, En
Fr, En
Fr, En

Control
type

N
C
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
C
N
N
N
C
C
C

N
N
N
N

N
N
C

N

N
C

C
N
N

Comparison Comparison
to control to within

> —
> —
> <
> =
> NR
> NR
> <
> <
> =
> <
> <
> <
> NR
> <

NR NR
NR NR
> NR
> NR
> NR
> <
> <
> <

> =
> >
> =
> =
> =
> <
> <

NR <

> NR

> NR
> NR

= =
NR

> —

Proportion
of within

—

.68

.95

.86

.80

.63

.61

.89

.67

.66

.65

.76"

.58a-b

.91

.43

.67

.85

.59

.47

.60

.62a

.98
1.40
.76
.88
.93
.86
.75
.22

.69

.81
,73C

.49

.41
—

Note. Exp. = experiment; N = neutral; C = congruent; NR means that the relevant inferential test statistic was
not reported and is not clear from measure of variability; dashes indicate that data required for the computation
were not reported. Language abbreviations are given in Table 3.
a Only the group with most balanced proficiency was included in the ratio calculation. b Values for compu-
tation were estimated from graphs. c Calculated from the condition in which incongruent and congruent trials
were mixed. d Exp. 1 used associate distractors, and Exp. 2 used translation-equivalent distractors.

The other method was a flanker-word task, in which one must
make a decision about a target word in the presence of two
surrounding flanker words, whose relationship to the target affects
decision time. In one version, a semantic category decision is to be
made about the target word (Guttentag, Haith, Goodman, &
Hauch, 1984), and in another, a lexical decision is to be made
about the target word (Fox, 1996). In the bilingual versions of
these tasks, the flankers were presented in a different language
from the target word. Both studies resulted in performance patterns
suggestive of substantial but attenuated interference effects across
languages but lacked sufficient power to establish their reliability.
Other studies have examined how the degree of cross-language

interference in the color-word and picture-word tasks are medi-
ated by experience and proficiency in the two languages involved
(Chen & Ho, 1986; Magiste, 1984, 1985). Because the Stroop
effect and its variants are caused by semantic interference (Mac-
Leod, 1991), it makes sense to say that the between-language
interference effects observed across these studies reflect shared
semantic systems.

Other types of interference between languages. A second
method was a lexical-decision task in which participants re-
sponded "yes" to words in a target language and "no" to words in
the nontarget language and to nonwords (i.e., letter strings that
were not words in either language). When the words in the non-
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target language were chosen to be orthographically legal and
pronounceable in the target language, participants took more time
to reject nontarget language words than to reject nonwords
(Grainger & Beauvillain, 1987; Nas, 1983). Interference was found
even when instead of spelling nontarget-language words correctly,
the words were transliterated so as to have the spelling in the target
language that would most closely match the nontarget-language
pronunciation (Nas, 1983). When legality of the nontarget word
orthography in the target language was not controlled, nontarget-
language words were not rejected more slowly than nonwords
(Scarborough et al., 1984). This result is consistent with another
finding that the interference effect disappeared for nontarget-
language words chosen to have language-specific orthographies
(Grainger & Beauvillain, 1987). For example, if the languages
were English and Spanish, the word weight is orthographically
specific to English, and the word pequeno is orthographically
specific to Spanish.

A third type of semantic interference was investigated using a
part-set cuing procedure, in which Turkish-English bilinguals
generated category exemplars from semantic memory, as they
heard (nontarget) exemplars of that category or exemplars of a
different category (Peynircioglu & Goksen-Erelcin, 1988).
Different-language cues (i.e., the auditorially presented nontarget
exemplars) inhibited generation of target exemplars as much as did
same-language cues.

Finally, repetition blindness (Kanwisher, 1987), an impairment
in encoding or retrieving the second occurrence of a repeated word
in a word list or sentence, has also been used to examine interfer-
ence between languages in three studies with Spanish-English
bilinguals. Sanchez-Casas, Davis, and Garcfa-Albea (1992) found
no evidence of repetition blindness for cognate translation equiv-
alents in bilingual word lists. MacKay and Miller (1994) found a
repetition-blindness effect for translated repetitions in mixed-
language sentences, with impairment comparable to that observed
for identical repetitions. They interpreted this result as evidence for
common word-meaning ("lexical concept node") representation. In
contrast, Altarriba and Soltano (1996) found no repetition-
blindness effect for translated repetitions. They attributed the dis-
crepancy to low overall recall performance in the other study, as
well as stimulus sentences that were grammatically incorrect or
had inappropriate switching points. In contrast, MacKay, Abrams,
Pedroza, and Miller (1996) attributed the discrepancy to issues of
inappropriate comparisons in the Altarriba and Soltano study.
Neither of these studies addressed (nor cited) the word-list study.
Thus, the final word is not yet in on this paradigm. If the cross-
language repetition blindness effect holds up, it clearly supports a
shared conceptual representation. However, an absence of repeti-
tion blindness across languages does not necessarily go against the
shared interpretation; in fact, other researchers have claimed that
repetition-blindness occurs at a nonsemantic level (Kanwisher &
Potter, 1990).

In the lexical-decision experiments, when orthography could not
be used as a cue, words in the nontarget language were rejected
more slowly than nonwords, which also suggests that interference
was at a semantic level. The finding that words in one language
inhibited production of category exemplars in the other language
also indicates semantic interference. Finally, the cross-language
repetition-blindness phenomenon, if replicable, must also occur at
the semantic level, suggesting shared semantic representation for

translation equivalents. Thus, these studies of interference in pro-
cessing between words in different languages converge on shared
semantic networks.

Simultaneous Processing

Several experiments have addressed the question of whether the
semantic representation systems of a bilingual are shared or sep-
arate by examining whether the two languages of a bilingual can
be processed simultaneously. One interpretation is that to the
extent simultaneous processing is possible, the semantic represen-
tation system is shared, but simultaneous processing could equally
well be explained by parallel processing in separate systems. If
tasks in the two languages were inconsistent, convergence on a
common representation would cause interference, as seen in the
Stroop interference studies; the studies in this section focus on
tasks in which inputs from both languages are needed for a
decision. As is explained, the important factor is not the simulta-
neity of processing per se but the efficient integration of semantic
information across languages. To the extent that efficiency is
reduced in cross-language comparisons relative to within-language
comparisons, separation at the systems level is indicated.

A lexical-decision experiment by Caramazza & Brones (1979)
included a critical condition in which a mixed-language series of
words and nonwords was presented, and participants were to
respond "yes" to words from both languages. Lexical-decision
times for words in the mixed-language series were no longer than
response times for words in single-language series. The lexical-
decision results do not necessarily tell us whether the semantic
systems are shared or separate for two reasons. First, it is not clear
that performance depends on semantic-level processing. Second,
because the task does not require integration of information be-
tween languages, parallel processing in separate systems could
explain the findings.

Some types of semantic comparison studies, however, do re-
quire comparing information between languages. In one such task,
the name of a semantic category and the name of a member or
nonmember of that category were presented simultaneously. Par-
ticipants were to decide whether the second word was a member or
nonmember of the category denoted by the first word. Response
times were equivalent for same-language and different-language
word pairs (Caramazza & Brones, 1980). This effect has been
replicated with SOAs between category name and target item of
300, 500, and 650 ms between presentation of the category name
and the exemplar name (Dufour & Kroll, 199513; Potter et al.,
1984). A similar pattern of results was obtained when category
members were presented and bilinguals were to name the category
either in the same or in a different language (Shanon, 1982). In a
similar procedure in which two words in the same language or in
different languages were presented simultaneously, participants
were to compare the relative extremities of the two words on a
specified dimension. Response times for mixed-language pairs
were not significantly different from response times for same-
language pairs (Popiel, 1987). When verbal analogies were pre-

13 Only the patterns for bilinguals highly proficient in both of their
languages were considered; bilinguals who were much less proficient in
one language than the other showed an advantage for same-language pairs.
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sented with the first pair (stem) in one language and the choices of
solutions presented in another language, responses were as fast and
accurate as when the languages matched (Malakoff, 1988). As can
be seen in Table 11, averaging across these six studies shows that
the response times for same-language and different-language pairs
differed by less than 2%, and across the four that gave accuracy
data, correct response rates also differed by less than 2%.

Two explanations have been suggested for the semantic com-
parison results: parallel processing in separate but connected con-
ceptual systems (Dalrymple-Alford, 1984; Popiel, 1987) or paral-
lel processing in lower-level systems and a shared conceptual
system (Caramazza & Brones, 1980). Although the separate-
systems explanation works for the lexical-decision results, it does
not work for the semantic comparison studies because they require
comparing information between languages. The finding that the
between-language comparison was made as quickly as the within-
language comparison is evidence that the two languages share a
common semantic network.

Comparing Associates Across Languages

Another method to look at organization of semantic systems in
linguistic memory is to examine word associates. The logic of this
approach is that if translation equivalents elicited different asso-
ciates in their respective languages, and if between-language as-
sociates differed from within-language associates, then words from
the two languages belonged to different semantic networks. How-
ever, as explained below, this interpretation is too simple.

Kolers (1963) asked German-English, Spanish-English, and
Thai-English bilinguals to produce associates in either the same
language or a different language from that of the cue words. Of the
responses for between-language associations, about 20-30%
matched within-language associations for one language or the
other (about evenly divided), about 20% matched both, and about
50-60% matched neither. Another analysis showed that about one
third of associates in one language were translations of the asso-

Table 11
Response Time and Accuracy Ratios in Bilingual
Semantic Comparison Tasks

Study

Caramazza & Brones
(1980)

Potter et al. (1984)
Dufour& Kroll (1995)
Shanon (1982)
Popiel (1987)
Malakoff (1988)

Languages
of study

Sp, En
Ch, En
Fr, En
He, En
Fr, En
Fr, En

SOA
(ms)

Oa

500
350, 650

0
0

reading
time"

RT
ratio

1.02
1.01
1.00
0.96
1.02
1.08

Accuracy
ratio

—
1.01
.98
—

1.02
1.06

Note. SOA = stimulus onset asynchrony between items being compared;
RT ratio indicates the ratio of between-language to within-language re-
sponse times; accuracy ratio is the ratio of the between-language to
within-language correct-response rates. Language abbreviations are given
in Table 3.
"This is the SOA from Experiment 2. Although Experiment 1 yielded
similar results, its SOA of 2,000 ms was too long to rule out strategic
translation. b Participants were to read the stems of the analogies aloud,
so reading of choices was offset somewhat.

elates given in the other language. It was not clear, however, to
what extent within-language associates would differ from trial to
trial if cued repeatedly in the same language. A subsequent study
accounted for the degree of within-language variability in associ-
ate generation. Dalrymple-Alford and Aamiry (1970) asked
Arabic-English bilinguals to generate associates to cue words
presented either twice in the same language or once each in
different languages. (The associates were to be given in the same
language as the cue.) Participants were more likely to give the
same associate both times if asked twice in the same language than
if asked in two different languages. Therefore, the different asso-
ciate responses given for the two languages could not be com-
pletely explained by the response variability that would occur
within a language.

Lambert et al. (1958) investigated the associative independence
of translation equivalents in French-English bilinguals by using
Osgood's (1952) semantic differential. Ratings on the various
semantic dimensions differed across languages, but this effect is
difficult to interpret because there was no same-language repeated
measurement for comparison.

Kolers interpreted the difference in associates as evidence for
separate storage. However, there are also explanations consistent
with a shared-concept model. For example, Dalrymple-Alford and
Aamiry have suggested that the reason bilinguals give different
associates to translation equivalents is differences in referential
and connotative meaning of the item in each language. Another
reason these data may be consistent with a shared-concept model
is that there is a difference in the co-occurrence frequency of
words in different languages (e.g., because of cultural differences
or because of word-order differences). For example, the Spanish
word pan and the English word bread are translation equivalents.
Whereas in English, butter is a strong associate of bread, in
Spanish, mantequilla is not a strong associate of pan. In Spanish,
one strong associate of pan is dulce, but sweet is an unlikely
associate of bread in English. Because either Kolers' interpretation
or a meaning or associate difference could explain the differences
in associates, this method has not sufficiently discriminated be-
tween shared and separate models of bilingual conceptual memory.

Summary of What We Know About Bilingual
Language Integration

1. Conceptual-level episodic representations of items learned in
different languages are stored in a common (or at least partly
shared) system. Studies comparing memory for mixed-language
word series to memory • for single-language word series have
shown that having to remember the language of input in addition
to the corresponding concept requires an additional memory load.
Examination of language clustering in recall of mixed-language
lists indicates that although memory can be used as an organizer in
episodic memory, it is subordinate to semantic organization. The
interference studies (negative transfer, retroactive interference,
whole-part interference, and misinformation effects) have shown
that learning items in one language can adversely affect the learn-
ing or retrieval of semantically similar items in the other language.
The results of these three types of studies are inconsistent with an
extreme separate-store model. The finding of a release from pro-
active inhibition following a language change can be explained by
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nonsemantic differences between words in different languages and
thus is not informative about the semantic level of representation.

2. Episodic-memory representations of translation equivalents
are at least partly shared at the conceptual level. Studies of direct
cross-language memory tests such as recall and recognition show
that items learned in one language can be intentionally accessed
through the other language. These findings provide only weak
evidence for shared representation because we do not know the
extent to which strategic covert translation contributes to the
transfer. Stronger evidence for shared representation comes from
conceptually driven, indirect, cross-language memory tests, which
indicate that items learned in one language are automatically
accessible to the other language even when no effort is made to
retrieve them. The confusion indicated by the studies on memory
for language of input showed that bilinguals sometimes remem-
bered concepts without remembering the language in which they
were learned. This finding shows that the language of input is not
a necessary feature of the episodic-memory representation. Studies
of recall for bilingual repetitions show a spacing effect for
translation-equivalent repetitions, which is inconsistent with sep-
arate concept representations. Word-fragment completion priming
under typical conditions and repetition priming of lexical decisions
are not conceptually based, so those studies were not informative
on the question of conceptual representation. Results of studies of
translation generation effects were consistent with both shared-
concept and separate-concept models and were thus also uninfor-
mative on this issue.

3. The two languages of a bilingual tap a common semantic-
conceptual system. Primed lexical-decision tasks revealed that
processing of an item in one language can be facilitated when
immediately preceded by a related item in the other language.
Semantic comparisons between words from different languages
took no longer than comparisons between words in the same
language. Interference effects, such as the Stroop and Stroop-like
interference, rejecting words from the nontarget language in lexi-
cal decision, and part-set cuing during category exemplar genera-
tion have shown that processing in one language can automatically
interfere with processing of another. Also, categorical organization
was superordinate to language organization in output from seman-
tic memory. Together, these studies indicate that the language
systems of a bilingual are interdependent and share common
elements at the semantic level. Associates produced to words in
different languages were not particularly informative; although the
associates differed, there are a number of plausible explanations
besides separate conceptual representation. Lexical-decision times
were as fast when bilinguals responded "yes" to words from both
languages as when they performed single-language lexical deci-
sion. This result could be explained either by shared representation
or by parallel processing in separate systems. Thus, these two
methods did not have clear implications for bilingual semantic
representation.

4. Translation equivalents tap semantic representations that are
at least partially shared. Lexical-decision studies in which some
target items were immediately preceded by their translation equiv-
alents indicated speeded access because of prior access to a trans-
lation equivalent. Similarly, production of sentences was facili-
tated when immediately preceded by several practice trials of
producing the sentence's translation. Together, these studies indi-
cate that the semantic representation of translation equivalents in

linguistic memory is at least partly shared. The repetition blindness
studies showed mixed results of either interference or no interfer-
ence from an immediately preceding translation in a sentence. The
positive result supports shared representation, but the negative
result does not support separate representation.

Supporting each of the preceding claims, there are experimental
studies that clearly contradict extreme separate-concept models of
bilingual memory. Complementary to these findings, all of the
effects showing little or no transfer between languages could be
explained reasonably in nonconceptual terms. Therefore, represen-
tation must be at least partly shared in each case. In contrast, the
full-transfer effects could not all be explained away by translation.
At present, the evidence may not be strong enough to confirm
completely shared representation at the semantic level, but it is
certainly not ruled out by any of the reviewed studies.

Additional Considerations in Interpretation of the
Language-Integration Results

Does the language combination determine the degree of seman-
tic integration? Across experiments, several different language
combinations have been used. Because different languages have
some distinct processing characteristics, it is reasonable to ask
whether the particular language combination influences the degree
of integration between languages in semantic representations. As
can be seen by examining the tables, those studies that were
primarily semantic in nature and replicated in several language
combinations showed consistent results across different language
combinations, insofar as they lead to the same conclusions about
language integration. It seems likely that any differences among
language combinations are due to the nonsemantic components of
the tasks, orthography in particular, rather than to different degrees
of semantic integration. The extent to which these differences are
based on orthographical rather than semantic differences might be
revealed in auditory versions of the studies. The similarity between
the orthographies or phonologies of the languages or particular
translation-equivalent pairs can make a big difference in nonse-
mantic aspects of bilingual language and memory, as seen in the
section on memory for language of input. The particular combi-
nation of languages should be more important in studies directed
specifically at phonological, orthographic, syntactic, or morpho-
logical processing.

Reasons for attenuated between-language effects. On examin-
ing the tables of results, it is clear that several of the experimental
paradigms consistently result in substantial yet attenuated
between-language effects. As mentioned earlier, one explanation is
that the attenuation reflects the impurity of cognitive tasks and is
caused by orthographic or phonological differences between the
languages involved or between particular pairs of translation
equivalents. It is important to consider, however, that the interme-
diate result reflects the true state of bilingual semantic represen-
tation. In the following paragraphs, four possible causes of a true
intermediate result are discussed and evaluated.

1. The attenuated cross-language transfer effects may arise be-
cause some bilingual individuals have shared semantic systems
and others have separate semantic systems. These extreme cases
correspond to purely compound and purely coordinate bilinguals,
respectively. To date, there are no data available that speak directly
and definitively to this issue, and the existence of even one
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bilingual with purely coordinate semantic representations has yet
to be demonstrated. What will be required to resolve this question,
perhaps, are investigations that are structured much like psycho-
physical experiments, which typically obtain over one thousand
trials from each participant.

2. The second possibility is that at the pairwise level, some
types of words share a semantic representation with their transla-
tion equivalents, and others do not. It is not intuitively clear what
word characteristic should distinguish these two classes. Paivio's
dual coding theory (1986, 1991; Paivio & Desrochers, 1980)
postulates that translation equivalents of concrete words have more
shared semantic components than do translation equivalents of
abstract words, because concrete words have common referent
images, but abstract words do not. Some experiments have been
designed to compare performance for concrete and abstract words
(Paivio et al., 1988; Winograd et al., 1976); however, the impli-
cations for semantic representations are not clear.

3. The third possibility is that semantic representations at the
pairwise level are, in general, only partly shared and vary in the
degree of sharing. One way this could occur is that even a highly
proficient bilingual may know one translation equivalent to a
different degree than the other. If one member of the pair is less
strongly connected to its semantic components, or if less of its
semantic components have been acquired, the weaker item may be
identified only with a subset of the components identified with the
stronger item (a possibility outlined by Dufour & Kroll, 1995). It
could also be the case that both members of the pair have some
components not yet identified with the other.

4. The fourth possibility is that differences in cultural imagery
across languages lead to partly shared representations. The idea is
that words in different languages are associated with different
images. An example given by Paivio (1986) is that hearing bread
in English and hearing its translation equivalent pain in French
may elicit images of different kinds of bread. This phenomenon as
an explanatory tool is questionable because mental imagery is
likely a property of culture more than it is an inherent property of
language. To illustrate, residents of different countries where the
same language is spoken may call up different images; for exam-
ple, native French speakers in Canada, in France, and in Lebanon
may all have different impressions on hearing pain. Bilingualism
per se is not necessary, for people may call up different imagery to
the same word if they are bicultural or even just aware of different
cultural contexts. To take the bread example a little further, if a
French colleague mentions to me in English that she had a sand-
wich for lunch, it does not call to mind the peanut butter and jelly
on thin square slices of bread that I would imagine if a 10-year-old
American child said the same thing. Some empirical support for
the idea that culture is the crucial factor comes from the Lambert
et al. (1958) finding that bicultural bilinguals rated translation
equivalents further apart on the semantic differential than did
unicultural bilinguals with comparable language proficiencies.

Isolated words and whole language. It will be important to
complement the present literature, which has used mostly isolated
words as stimuli, with studies that use whole or natural language
as a medium (as pointed out by Francis, 1996, in press; Hummel,
1993). Some advantages of using whole language are that (a) it is
possible to study how bilinguals process more complex informa-
tion; (b) the processing goal is more likely to be comprehension
(one focuses on the message, not the form of the language); (c) the

meanings of words in context are less ambiguous; and (d) the
results can be more justifiably generalized to everyday language
processing and learning situations. Several of the studies cited
have used phrases or sentences as stimuli (Altarriba & Soltano,
1996; MacKay & Bowman, 1969; MacKay & Miller, 1994; Mon-
sell, Matthews, & Miller, 1992; Opoku, 1992; Rose, Rose, King, &
Perez, 1975; Rosenberg & Simon, 1977; Saegert, Hamayan, &
Ahmar, 1975; Smith, 1991), and a few have used longer text
passages as stimuli (Francis, in press; Hummel, 1986; Shaw,
Garcia, & Robles, 1997). This is not to say, however, that there is
nothing more to be gained from studies using isolated words as
stimuli. As in the study of human learning and memory, studies
using isolated words as stimuli play an important role in the
understanding of bilingual memory and language. Some advan-
tages of the isolated word studies are that (a) they allow the
researcher to maintain strict control over the experimental mate-
rials and manipulations; (b) it is much easier than with whole
language to attribute effects to the component processes of lan-
guage, such as phonology, morphology, and semantic processing;
and (c) several well-established memory techniques can be
adapted.

Areas for Methodological and Analytical Improvement

The preceding review raises some important methodological
and analytical questions. Of particular concern are (a) how to
frame the null hypothesis and determine appropriate sample sizes
and (b) how to prevent or detect covert translation.

Framing the Hypotheses and Determining Sample Size

The question of shared or separate representation requires spe-
cial consideration of the experimental hypothesis-testing logic. It is
not clear whether complete integration or complete separation
should be the null hypothesis. As Glucksberg (1984) pointed out,
it is not obvious which type of representation is more parsimoni-
ous. Clearly, it is also not obvious, a priori, which is more likely
to be true. The consequence of not agreeing on the null hypothesis
is that when an intermediate result is obtained, for example, a
between-language effect greater than chance but smaller than the
within-language effect, researchers do not agree on whether the
cup is half full or half empty. That is, they do not agree on whether
to frame this intermediate between-language performance as im-
proved relative to a control condition or impaired relative to
within-language performance. The first interpretation would sug-
gest shared representation, and the second, separate representation.

In most of the studies reviewed here, between-language perfor-
mance is compared both to within-language performance and to
baseline, control, or chance performance. The level of between-
language performance is usually expected to fall somewhere
within the range between control and within-language perfor-
mance levels. In order to take into account the bounded region of
expected between-language performance levels, it is most useful to
express the magnitude of the between-language effect in terms of
where it falls proportionally on the range between control and
within-language performance. Where possible, I have applied such
a measure to the studies included in Tables 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11
by using a formula similar to the Kirsner-Dunn ratio (Kirsner &
Dunn, 1985): Proportion = (between — control) / (within —
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Table 12
Minimum Sample Size Necessary for Power of .80 to Find Within-Language and Between-Language Effects in Independent-Samples
and Dependent-Samples Designs as a Function of Effect Size and Intermediate Range

Independent samples

Within-language
effect size

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0

Within
language

394
176
100
64
45
26
17
13
9
6
4
4
3
3

Between-language intermediate range

.33-.67

3,605
1,603

902
578
402
226
145
100
64
37
24
17
11
8

.2S-.75

6,280
2,792
1,571
1,006

699
394
252
176
113
64
41
29
17
12

.20-.80

9,812
4,362 .
2,454
1,571
1,092

614
394
274
176
99
64
45
26
17

.15-.85

17,444
7,753
4,362
2,792
1,939
1,092

699
486
312
176
113
79
45
30

.10-.90

39,246
17,444
9,812
6,280
4,362
2,454
1,571
1,092

699
394
253
176
100
64

Within
language

199
90
52
34
25
15
11
8
6
5
4
4
3
3

Dependent samples

Between-language intermediate range

.33-.67

1,769
803
453
285
203
113
73
52
34
20
14
11
7
6

.2S-.75

3,142
1,398

788
505
352
199
128
90
59
34
23
17
11
8

.20-.80

4,908
2,183
1,229

788
548
309
199
139
90
52
34
25
15
11

.15-.85

8,724
3,878
2,183
1,398

972
548
352
245
158
90
59
42
25
17

.10-.90

19,625
8,724
4,908
3,142
2,183
1,229

788
548
352
199
128
90
52
34

Note. Effect size measure is d = (/xl — (x2)/cr. Sample sizes were estimated for two-tailed (tests (a = .05), with usual assumptions of the two-sample
t test, including equal variance, following methods of Cohen (1988). Sample sizes indicate number per group for independent-samples design and number
of pairs (total) for dependent samples (within-subjects) design. To estimate sample sizes for one-tailed tests, multiply tabled sample sizes £20 by .80.

control). Using this measure, we can say, for example, that
Grainger and Beauvillain (1988, shown in Table 9) found a
between-language priming effect of 83% of the size of the corre-
sponding within-language effect. This technique is also useful for
comparing effects across studies in which the within-language
effect size differs or across studies that have different dependent
variables. Having both within-language and control comparison
conditions is necessary to compute this ratio. For studies that do
not include both types of conditions, the ratio cannot be computed,
and the results are inevitably equivocal.

Expressing the between-language performance as a point on the
continuum from control to within-language performance makes
statistical power issues salient. Clearly, if between-language per-
formance were to fall exactly in the middle of this range (at 50%),
we would want to say it was different from both the control and the
within-language performance levels. Minimally, we should con-
sider the middle third of the range (from 33% to 67%) to be
different from both endpoints, and therefore we must have suffi-
cient power to detect a between-language effect one third the
magnitude of the expected within-language effect. The size of this
middle or intermediate range can be set by the experimenter.14

Table 12 shows the sample size necessary for a power of .80 (the
level recommended by Cohen, 1988) to detect a difference be-
tween two means (a = .05, two-tailed) as a function of effect size
and the selected intermediate range.15 The left half of Table 12
shows sample-size estimates for an independent samples t test, and
the right half shows the corresponding sample-size estimates for a
dependent samples t test.16 The effect size measure used is the
difference between the two population means divided by the
common standard deviation of the two populations (as in Cohen,
1988).

Given the often difficult task of finding large numbers of ap-
propriate bilingual participants, it is obviously more fruitful to
choose tasks that yield large rather than small effects within a
language. How large should these effects be? First recall that
Cohen cites 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 as small, medium, and large effect
sizes, respectively. Now, consider the implications of choosing a
"large" within-language effect size of 0.8 and an intermediate
range of .25-.7S. As shown in the sixth row of Table 12, an
independent-samples design requires 26 participants per group to
detect the basic single-language effect or 394 participants per
group to detect an intermediate-range between-language effect!
Worse yet, 26 cases would only give power of .15 to detect the
between-language effect. Of course, there is a tremendous advan-
tage to using a dependent-samples design (as done in most of the

14 On the rare occasion when one can obtain enough power to detect
intermediate range effects of .20 or less, it makes sense to consider
equivalency-testing procedures (Rogers, Howard, & Vessey, 1993), which
provide reasonable ways to accept range-null hypotheses.

13 Estimates were calculated for two-tailed ( tests. It might be argued
that, given the expected range of between-language performance, a one-
tailed test is as appropriate. The use of a one-tailed test does not alter the
arguments made here. For sample sizes £20, sample sizes for the one-
tailed test can be adequately approximated by multiplying the tabled
sample sizes by .80. Alternatively, using this multiplication factor gives the
sample size for a two-tailed test at a = .10.

16 Required sample sizes were estimated on the basis of formulas from
Cohen (1988) and Hays (1994) and adopting the natural assumptions of the
statistical tests themselves, including homogeneity of variance. In the
dependent samples design, higher correlations between observations lead
to larger effect sizes but do not in any other way affect the power or
required sample size.
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studies reviewed), which requires 15 participants total and 199
participants total for the same two effects. The huge increases in
sample-size calculations from the basic effect to the intermediate-
range effect occur because the intermediate range effect size is
much smaller than the basic between-language effect, in this case
one fourth the size, or an effect size of 0.2.

To ensure adequate power to distinguish intermediate-range
between-language performance from control and from within-
language performance, and at the same time keep sample sizes to
a practical level, the basic effect size must be larger than 0.8. I
recommend making sure that the within-language effect sizes are
large enough to make the intermediate-range between-language
effects also large. Within-language effect sizes of 2.4, 3.2, and 4.0
for independent samples will make large between-language
intermediate-range effects in ranges of .33-.67, .25-.7S, and .20-
.80, respectively. For dependent samples designs, within-language
effects should be large enough to make the between-language
effect medium, which corresponds to within-language effect sizes
of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 for the same three intermediate ranges. These
within-language effect sizes are obtained by dividing the desired
between-language effect size by the lower limit of the intermediate
range. For practical reasons, then, it helps to base bilingual exper-
iments on prior single-language experiments that have yielded
large effects. The necessary effect sizes are large enough to make
the within-language effects instantly obvious, as in the case of the
Stroop effect. As a practical matter, most experiments would be
unable to detect an intermediate-range cross-language effect with
any manipulation that produced a within-language effect of any
statistical subtlety.

Preventing and Detecting Covert Translation

A second problem that is inherent in cognitive bilingual re-
search, as discussed earlier, is the possibility that participants
translate experimental materials covertly and therefore do not
restrict their cognitive processing to the intended language.
Between-language effects may be to some extent caused by the
covert translation process and not by the hypothesized comprehen-
sion or production processes. It is best to consider the possibility
of contamination from covert translation at the stage of designing
the study. Several procedures can be used to prevent or reduce the
likelihood of strategic or automatic translation or to detect and
measure any translation that does occur. After a study has been
completed, it is often too late to incorporate these procedures, but
one can take the approach of evaluating the plausibility of a
translation interpretation, as one must do in reviewing studies
conducted by other researchers.

Several techniques can be incorporated at the design stage to
prevent or reduce the likelihood of translation during the experi-
mental tasks. The following list covers some of the main strategies
that cognitive researchers have used to reduce translation. The
main idea is to make sure participants do not suspect that transla-
tion could help their performance.

1. Use incidental encoding and indirect retrieval for memory
experiments. Along these lines, researchers have used several
repetition priming procedures, such as word-fragment completion,
category-association priming, and lexical-decision priming. To
preserve the incidental and indirect nature of the tasks, the proce-
dure must usually consist of a single encoding phase followed by

a single retrieval phase. Frequent alternation between encoding
and retrieval tasks may alert participants to the purpose of the task
(i.e., you can't fool them twice).

2. Use a dependent variable that is not the primary goal of the
participants' task. For example, in studies of clustering by lan-
guage during output, the instruction was simply to recall as many
words as possible.

3. Use natural language materials to put the focus on compre-
hension or production. Paradigms using natural language have
included analogical transfer, practicing production of sentences,
memory for sentences, and effects of misleading information on
memory. Blocking materials by language may also help.

4. Use tasks that do not allow for translation. In experiments on
cross-language semantic priming of lexical decisions, some re-
searchers decreased the SOA so that participants would not have
time to translate. In the savings paradigm, the possibility of trans-
lation was eliminated by making items unrecallable before the
relearning task.

5. Use tasks that would be slowed or otherwise impaired by
translation to capitalize on participants' desire to perform well.
Besides slowing Stroop-like interference tasks, translation would
impair memory for language of input, and it would slow associate
generation as well as several types of encoding tasks. To further
discourage participants from taking time to translate, one can time
their responses even when timing is not an important dependent
variable.

6. Use interference rather than facilitation measures. Research-
ers have used several interference paradigms, including Stroop
color-word and picture-word interference, part-set cuing, negative
transfer, and retroactive interference.

One can also build in procedures for detecting or measuring
translation after considering the patterns of results that translation
is expected to produce.

1. Incorporate conditions expected to show a pattern inconsis-
tent with the translation explanation. Smith (1991) incorporated
this technique in a word-fragment completion experiment by
showing different patterns of results for words studied in lists and
words studied in the context of sentences (for more detail, see
section on cross-language memory tests).

2. Incorporate extra conditions to measure performance under
translation instructions. For example, in some bilingual memory
studies, a condition was included in which participants were in-
structed to translate items presented to them in the encoding phase
(e.g., Basden et al., 1994; Durgunoglu & Roediger, 1987; Kirsner
et al., 1984). This technique only helps if the translation pattern is
expected to differ from the pattern elicited by the hypothesized
process. For converging evidence, it may also be useful to question
participants about translation strategies they may have used and to
analyze separately participants that do and do not report using
translation.

At the stage of interpretation (often of data that others have
collected), one can no longer prevent translation, but one can
evaluate the extent to which the design, materials, and procedure
would encourage or discourage translation, using the aforemen-
tioned criteria. Detection of translation is still possible by compar-
ing the observed effects to real or hypothesized patterns of results
elicited under translation conditions. More accurately, translation
can be ruled out by an inconsistent pattern, but a consistent pattern
cannot confirm that translation has in fact occurred. Does the
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mere occurrence of covert translation imply shared conceptual
representation? It does, ;/ and only if we can assume that the
translation is accomplished by accessing a shared conceptual rep-
resentation. Notwithstanding the circularity of the preceding argu-
ment, if covert translation instead takes place by means of direct
word-to-word associations (which could occur under either a
shared-concept or separate-concept model), then it provides no
evidence for or against shared conceptual representation. Both
conceptually based and word-based translation routes are used by
fluent bilinguals under Paivio's dual-coding theory and under
Kroll's revised hierarchical model (Kroll, 1993; Paivio & Des-
rochers, 1980), and several experiments have been offered as
evidence to support the occurrence of both types of translation
(e.g., Kroll & Stewart, 1994; Shell, Sankaranarayanan, & Kroll,
1995).

Conclusion

The studies reviewed in the present article dealt with static
representations of semantic information in bilinguals. There are
several other related areas of research not covered in this survey.
Several cognitive studies, for example, focus more on the devel-
opment of connections among translation equivalents and the
concepts they represent during language acquisition. This ap-
proach rests heavily on the assumption that concepts of translation
equivalents are shared, which on the basis of this review seems to
be reasonable.17 (For reviews of this branch of research, see Kroll,
1993; Kroll & de Groot, 1997.) Another related area of research
uses neuropsychological techniques to argue for shared or separate
language representation. Studies using more traditional methodol-
ogy have been performed either with aphasic patients or using
hemispheric lateralization techniques. These two neuropsycholog-
ical methods have shown mixed results and are difficult to inter-
pret. (For reviews and critiques of bilingual aphasia studies, see
Solin, 1989; Vaid & Genesee, 1980; for reviews and critiques of
bilingual hemispheric lateralization studies, see Mendelsohn,
1988; Paradis, 1990; Vaid, 1991). Recently developed neuroimag-
ing techniques appear promising, and a few bilingual positron
emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) studies have been reported (Dehaene et al., 1997;
Kim, Relkin, Lee, & Hirsch, 1997; Klein, Zatorre, Milner, &
Meyer, 1994; Perani et al., 1996). However, the functional neuro-
imaging research has yet to directly address the questions about
bilingualism of most interest to cognitive psychologists or ade-
quately consider the levels of representation issues discussed here.
This new area has started out much like the early cognitive
literature, in that bilingual language representation has been ad-
dressed at a global systems level, with different studies leading to
different conclusions about the shared versus separate nature of the
processing components. In future applications of these methods, it
will be important to take into account what we know from behav-
ioral cognitive research such as the studies reviewed here.

A primary goal of this article was to make the issues in the area
of bilingual language integration clear by separating and explain-
ing several different terms and questions that are often confused in
the literature. With more precise communication, perhaps we can
avoid the fate that befell the builders of the Tower of Babel. The
second goal was to evaluate the state of knowledge in this field.
The results of the many studies reviewed are consistently at odds

with the notion that the two languages of a bilingual have com-
pletely separate conceptual representation, whether in episodic or
semantic memory, or whether at a systems or pairwise level. These
representations must be at least partly shared, and at the systems
level they appear to be completely shared. Many experimental
results did not allow strong conclusions to be drawn or had more
than one reasonable interpretation. In some cases, alternative anal-
yses revealed patterns that led to new or more consistent interpre-
tations. Many studies lacked sufficient cases to make the appro-
priate statistical tests (or simply failed to apply them). Bilingual
experiments require a larger number of participants than single-
language studies because of intermediate range results, which fall
between control condition and within-language condition results.
Attention to power and sample-size calculations in future research
can remedy this problem. In addition, the preferred interpretation
of many studies is threatened by covert translation. Future research
can benefit by familiarity with the techniques that many authors
have found for preventing or detecting covert translation.

17 In any case, it is clear that this assumption is not violated to the extent
that it would refute the logic of such methodologies.
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